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ABSTRACT

We present a general rank-aware model of data which supports
handling of similarity in relational databases. The model is based on
the assumption that in many cases it is desirable to replace equalities
on values in data tables by similarity relations expressing degrees
to which the values are similar. In this context, we study various
phenomena which emerge in the model, including similarity-based
queries and similarity-based data dependencies. Central notion in our
model is that of a ranked data table over domains with similarities
which is our counterpart to the notion of relation on relation scheme
from the classical relational model. Compared to other approaches
which cover related problems, we do not propose a similarity-based
or ranking module on top of the classical relational model. Instead,
we generalize the very core of the model by replacing the classical,
two-valued logic upon which the classical model is built by a more
general logic involving a scale of truth degrees that, in addition to the
classical truth degrees 0 and 1, contains intermediate truth degrees.
While the classical truth degrees 0 and 1 represent nonequality
and equality of values, and subsequently mismatch and match of
queries, the intermediate truth degrees in the new model represent
similarity of values and partial match of queries. Moreover, the truth
functions of many-valued logical connectives in the new model
serve to aggregate degrees of similarity. The presented approach
is conceptually clean, logically sound, and retains most properties
of the classical model while enabling us to employ new types of
queries and data dependencies. Most importantly, similarity is not
handled in an ad hoc way or by putting a “similarity module” atop
the classical model in our approach. Rather, it is consistently viewed
as a notion that generalizes and replaces equality in the very core
of the relational model. We present fundamentals of the formal
model and two equivalent query systems which are analogues of the
classical relational algebra and domain relational calculus with range
declarations. In the sequel to this paper, we deal with similarity-based
dependencies.
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1. Introduction

The success of the classic relational model of data (RM) whose investigation started with
the influential paper by Codd (1970) is often attributed to its solid foundations based on
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predicate logic (Date 2000) whose conceptual clarity enabled rigorous investigations of the
model and paved the way for efficient implementations of various database management
systems. While the model is well suited for a large variety of data management tasks, we
argue that it lacks a direct support for reasoning which involves the concept of similarity
and the associated concept of partial/imperfect matches. Namely, in the classical model,
any two values from a domain are either equal (identical) or not equal (distinguishable),
a tuple of values matches a query or not, a data dependency is either satisfied or not and
the like. This bivalent/yes–no character is quite adequate if we work only with domains
where there it makes no sense to consider similarity in function, purpose, or meaning of
the domain elements – obviously, human perception and interpretation of the domain
elements plays a crucial role here. For instance, if a subset of integers is used as a domain
of a unique identifier for some records, there is no point in considering their similarity
(two identifiers are only equal or not and their possible similarity in value is irrelevant).
On the contrary, if a subset of positive integers is used to represent product prices, the
situation changes because database users may want to query for products with prices
similar to a given value instead of querying for products with a price exactly matching a
specified value. This is typical of domains whose values are naturally being compared by
users according to their similarity. For such domains, similarity-based queries, rather than
their ordinary equality-based counterparts, are needed. There are two basic approaches to
evaluate queries involving conditions based on similarity of elements:

First, a similarity-based query can be reduced to an ordinary range query whose result
includes all data satisfying a given similarity-based condition up to a given tolerance level.
Typically, metric approaches in databases, which can be seen as approaches to similarity
via distance, consider all data with distance less than a prescribed threshold ε > 0. The
basic issue of this approach is obvious: ε is an additional input parameter whose selection
is a matter of an arbitrary decision of a user. For a particular value of ε, there may be
interesting data whose distance is just slightly above ε and the data do not appear in the
query result.

Second, we may accept the concept of partial or imperfect matches. That is, we depart
from the yes/no matches and introduce degrees to which data match similarity-based
conditions. Consequently, we need the tuples in relations to be annotated by suitable ranks
(or scores), which are computed based on the similarity-based conditions and indicate the
degrees to which tuples match queries. In this setting, the result of a similarity-based query
contains all possible tuples annotated by such ranks.

We argue that the second approach is more suitable than the first because the results
of queries can be shown to users sorted by the ranks with the best matches coming first
with the possibility to stop listing (or computing) the results once the users have enough
information, resolving thus the issue of the input tolerance level ε. The most important
facet of our model is its conceptual implementation of the second approach. Evidently, the
approach can be implemented in various ways. One way is to propose an extension of the
classical model. That is, one can propose a similarity-based ranking module on top of the
classical relational model. For some particular purposes, such a solution can be sufficient.
In fact, present approaches which tackle the problems of ranking and similarity-based
reasoning go along with these lines. What we find limiting in the approaches is that they
focus mostly on isolated extensions of the classical model, typically rank-aware extensions
of relational algebra which is used as the primary query system. It is by no means obvious
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whether or how one can consider in such extensions other important issues like similarity-
based dependencies in data and constraints. Also, such extensions are still based on the
bivalent nature of the underlying model where only yes/no matches are allowed, i.e. the
concept of partial matches has to bemimicked in the bivalent environment which we argue
is cumbersome and logically not clean a solution.

We take a different approach and implement the concepts of similarity-based reasoning
by generalization of the classical relational model. Thus, unlike the extension-based ap-
proaches, we do not build on top of the existing model, but we generalize the model so that
the phenomena regarding similarity appear directly in the generalized model. From the
theoretical viewpoint, we change the underlying logic of the relationalmodel. In particular,
we replace the classical predicate logic with a logic based on general residuated structures
of degrees. We argue as follows. In the classical model, the key role is played by the two-
element Boolean algebra which consists of 0 (falsity) and 1 (truth) and is implicitly used
in the backbone of the relational model – the classical predicate logic. Then, the classical
relations on relation schemes can be viewed as relations ranked by the values 0 and 1, only
the ranks do not appear explicitly. Indeed, 1 stands for a match (each tuple in the relation
has rank 1) and 0 stands for no match (tuples that do not belong to the relation have ranks
0). Analogously, each domain can be seen as equipped with equality which to any two
values from the domain assigns 1 if the values are identical and 0 otherwise. Therefore,
in addition to the interpretation of 0 and 1 as truth values, 0 and 1 can be interpreted as
two borderline ranks or similarity degrees. Our generalization thus consists in replacing
the two-element Boolean algebra by a more general structure of degrees, bounded by
0 and 1, and in general containing intermediate degrees 0 < a < 1 to express partial
matches and similarity degrees. The classical model then becomes one particular instance
of the generalized model when the structure of degrees becomes the two-element Boolean
algebra. We show in the paper and in its sequel that such an approach is vital and is not
limited just to querying.

A key step in developing the generalized model is the choice of the structures of degrees
to replace the two-element Boolean algebra. We chose the class of (complete) residuated
lattices for this purpose. Residuated lattices are certain generalizations of Boolean algebras
and are utilized as structures of truth degrees inmodern fuzzy logics (Gottwald 2008;Hájek
1998). As a consequence, our model has the same relationship to fuzzy predicate logic as
the ordinary relational model has to the classical predicate logic. Indeed, we find the fact
that there is a reasonably strong logic in the background of themodel extremely important,
basically for the same reasons as in case of the classical relational model. It allows us to
consider, e.g. query systems based on evaluation of formulas (like analogues of domain
and tuple calculi) and compare their expressive power with systems based on algebraic
operations. Moreover, we can borrow the notions of syntactic and semantic entailment
from the established logic and study, e.g. partial entailment of dependencies formalized in
ourmodel. Neither of these two topics seems to be discussed in the present literature (from
the similarity and raking point of view). In addition to the logical clarity of our approach,
the close connection to residuated logics is beneficial from the user’s viewpoint. Namely,
on the symbolic level, formulas and expressions that formalize queries or constraints have
the same reading as in the classical model (with the notion of “similarity” substituted for
“equality”) which simplifies their interpretation.
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An important consequence of our approach via generalization is that we consider
similarities as graded relations on domains and consider the ranked data tables as graded
relations between domains. The graded relations play the same role in our model as
the ordinary relations on relation schemes in the classical model. In particular, they
represent both the base relations and results of queries. In the paper, we present two
equivalent query systems, one based on the underlying logic and one based on algebraic
manipulation with ranked data tables over domains with similarities. The set of algebraic
operations we introduce in the paper is small but we show that a variety of reasonable
and practically motivated similarity-based operations can be derived from the basic oper-
ations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we present the fundamental concepts
of our model. The section assumes that readers are acquainted with residuated lattices, we
therefore present a survey of utilized notions in Section 2. In Sections 4 and 5, we introduce
a relational algebra and a domain calculus in our model, and in Section 6 we prove their
mutual equivalence. Furthermore, in Section 7, we present derived relational operations
and show that various similarity-based operations can be derived from the basic ones from
Section 4. Finally, in Section 8 we outline further extensions of the model which result by
extending the underlying logic. In the rest of the introduction, we comment on related
approaches.

1.1. Relatedwork

Let us first note that our model should not be confused with probabilistic methods in data-
bases which are currently gaining popularity, see Cavallo and Pittarelli (1987) for an early
approach and Dalvi and Suciu (2007a), Dalvi and Suciu (2007b) for recent development.
Indeed, our model is deterministic, truth-functional, and unlike probabilistic databases,
does not deal with uncertain data. This is in contrast with probabilistic databases based on
possible world semantics, cf. Dalvi, Ré, and Suciu (2009) for a current survey. Although
conceptually different, our approach and probabilistic methods are complementary, both
focusing at different aspects of data management, and their mutual relationship is worth
further research.

Issues related to rank-aware querying in relational databases with the emphasis on top-k
querying have been investigated in various extension-based approaches. The most mature
is arguably the approach by Li et al. (2005) which extends the classic algebra by a new
operator rank and studies various aspects related to the physical model, including efficient
query execution. A survey and classification of approaches can be found in Ilyas, Beskales,
and Soliman (2008). Note that according to a taxonomy in the survey, our model would
be classified as the mainstream – it uses exact methods over certain data but proceeds by
generalization, as discussed above. The papers concerned with rank-aware extensions deal
almost exclusively with issues of querying and the underlying physical model. In contrast,
we focus solely on the logical model, intentionally leaving the aspects of (possible) physical
models and implementations. There are two good reasons for such treatment: (i) we
adhere to the logical independence of the model and try to avoid premature optimization;
(ii) there are indications that existing rank-aware methods can be exploited to be used for
implementation of ourmodel – this certainly deserves attention but is far beyond the scope
of this paper.
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From a conceptual point of view, the model is closely related to the seminal paper by
Fagin (1999) on evaluation of monotone queries. Leaving aside technical details, the issues
studied in Fagin (1999) have a rather similar motivation as our model and, interestingly,
for a monotone fragment of our model (not all our operations are monotone, cf. Section
4.4), one can adopt algorithms from Fagin (1999) to efficiently execute queries provided
that similarities on domains admit efficient implementation of the “sorted access”, which is
a reasonable assumption. Related to that are various approaches which deal with similarity
selections and joins in databases, see Jacox and Samet (2008), Augsten and Böhlen (2013)
and the references therein for an extensive comparison.Most of themare basedondistance-
based similarity, i.e. similarities are formalized using metric methods. Importantly, there
is little systematic connection between the logic and metric facets of the resulting models.
That is, the models consist of a logic-based core with atop of which is added, as if “glued”,
a metric-based “similarity module”. Compared to that, our approach is considerably more
comprehensive because similarities, formalized as general graded relations, are an inherent
part of the logic-based core of relational model and admit a purely logical/relational
treatment in our approach. Nevertheless, the existing proposed methods can certainly be
valuable for implementation of algorithms concerned with particular types of similarities
in ourmodel. The basic semantic structures used in ourmodel, so-called ranked data tables,
may be seen as relations where tuples have particular annotations. From this point of view,
our approach is related to other approacheswhere annotated relations appear. For instance,
Imieliński and Lipski (1984) consider relations with tuples annotated by boolean formulas
and Green, Karvounarakis, and Tannen (2007) consider relations with tuples annotated by
elements of semi-rings. Our query systems may be seen as domain-independent variants
of the query systems outlined by Belohlavek and Vychodil (2010).

The survey of approaches we have given here is far from being complete or exhaustive.
A detailed study on relationship of various approaches to our model and their possible
use and/or adaptation is an important future goal. While the related approaches can help
establish an efficient physical model for the logical model we present in this paper, the
merit is reciprocal – we offer a sound and conceptually clear logical model which may
serve as a theoretical foundation for ranking and similarity-based techniques in relational
databases. To demonstrate this clam is an important aim of this paper.

2. Preliminaries: residuated structures

Our approach assumes that ranks and similarity degrees come from a set of elements
(degrees) which is equipped with additional relations (e.g. a partial order to compare
degrees) and operations (e.g. conjunction-like operations to aggregate degrees). Instead
of using a fixed structure of degrees like a real unit interval and a fixed set of operations,
we postulate conditions which must be satisfied by any reasonable sets of degrees and
operations defined on the sets. This approach is general and theoretically clean – our
reasoning involves only the assumed conditions and is not obstructed by a particular
structure of degrees. In this section, we present our requirements on the structures of
degrees.

We start by considering a nonempty set L of degrees which is equipped with a partial
order denoted ≤, i.e. ≤ is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. The degrees from L
are interpreted comparatively according to ≤: a ≤ b means that (the rank/the similarity
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degree) b is at least as high as (the rank/the similarity degree) a. Furthermore, we assume
that the partially ordered set 〈L,≤〉 has its least and greatest elements denoted by 0 and
1, respectively. In terms of ranks, the element 0 represents no match whereas 1 represents
a full match. Analogously, in terms of similarities, 0 represents no similarity whereas 1
represents full similarity.

In order to be able to correctly define relational operations like projection and division
in our model, we further postulate that ≤ is a lattice order (any two elements from L
must have their least upper bound and greatest lower bound in L). Alternatively, we may
have postulated that≤ is a linear order but this assumption seems to be too strict. Indeed,
nonlinear scales of degrees may naturally arise when comprising degrees from multiple
independent linear scales – imagine multiple experts defining similarities using their own
linear scales which are then combined together as a direct product of the scales, resulting
in a nonlinear scale of degrees. For technical reasons, we make even stronger assumption,
namely that ≤ is a complete lattice order: any subset K ⊆ L has its least upper bound in L
(a supremum) denoted by

∨
K and its greatest lower bound in L (an infimum) denoted by∧

K . IfK = {a1, . . . , an}, wewrite a1∨· · ·∨an to denote∨
K and analogously for

∧
. Note

that a ≤ b holds true iff a = a ∧ b (or dually, a ∨ b = b); the existence of 0 and 1 follows
from the fact that ≤ is a complete lattice since

∧∅ = ∨
L = 1 and

∨∅ = ∧
L = 0, i.e.

we may denote L together with the complete lattice order ≤ by 〈L,∧,∨, 0, 1〉.
For reasonable analogues of joins and restrictions in ourmodel, it is desirable to equip L

with an operation to aggregate degrees in a conjunctive manner. For instance, if a ∈ L and
b ∈ L are degrees to which a tuple matches two individual queries,Q1 andQ2, respectively,
then based on a and b, we may want to express the degree to which the tuple matches
the compound conjunctive queryQ1 andQ2. In order to retain the truth-functional virtue
on the classic relational model, the result should only depend on a and b and not on the
structure of Q1 and Q2. Therefore, the result may be seen as a degree a ⊗ b obtained
by applying a suitable binary operation ⊗ : L × L → L to a and b. Again, we shall
postulate conditions for⊗ in order to have a reasonable binary operation on L which can
be regarded as a conjunctive aggregator (e.g. it is desirable to have ⊗ order preserving).
Note that in a similar spirit, Fagin (1999) motivates the use of monotone operations to
aggregate degreeswhich originate fromevaluating subqueries, possibly inmultiple separate
query subsystems.

Following the seminal observations of Goguen (1969) and later approaches dealing
with logics based on residuated structures (Hájek 1998; Galatos et al. 2007), we argue that
suitable properties of⊗ are guaranteed if there is a binary operation→which is adjoint to
⊗. Altogether, 〈L,∧,∨,⊗,→, 0, 1〉 is a so-called complete residuated lattice. Formally, a
complete residuated lattice is a general algebra denoted L = 〈L,∧,∨,⊗,→, 0, 1〉 such that

(i) 〈L,∧,∨, 0, 1〉 is a complete lattice (see above);
(ii) 〈L,⊗, 1〉 is a commutative monoid (i.e.⊗ is a binary operation which is commuta-

tive, associative, and a⊗ 1 = 1⊗ a = a for each a ∈ L); and
(iii) the operations ⊗ (called a multiplication) and→ (called a residuum) satisfy the

following adjointness property:

a⊗ b ≤ c iff a ≤ b→ c (1)

for all a, b, c ∈ L.
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As a consequence of (i)–(iii), one obtains

a→ b =∨{c ∈ L | a⊗ c ≤ b}, (2)

meaning that for⊗ there is a unique→ satisfying (1). Furthermore,⊗ is order preserving
in the usual sense: if a1 ≤ b1 and a2 ≤ b2, then a1⊗a2 ≤ b1⊗b2.While⊗ can be seen as a
conjunction-like aggregation operation,→ can be seen as an implication-like aggregation
operation and it has an important role in ourmodel – it is used to define relational division
and to express similarity-based dependencies in data based on a graded containment
defined using→. Interestingly, conditions (i)–(iii) from the definition of residuated lattices
are equivalent topostulating (i), (ii), and the following lawof distributivity of⊗over general∨
:

a⊗
∨

i∈I bi =
∨

i∈I
(
a⊗ bi

)
, (3)

for all a ∈ L and bi ∈ L (i ∈ I). Condition (3) ensures reasonable properties of important
notions in our model including semijoins. Altogether, we consider complete residuated
lattices to be general enough and yet sufficiently powerful algebras to be taken as structures
of degrees in our model.

Several desirable properties of operations of residuated lattices are direct consequences
of the adjointness property. For instance, a ≤ b holds true iff a → b = 1 which is easy
to see since a ≤ b is true iff 1 ⊗ a ≤ b due to the neutrality of 1, thus, by adjointness,
1 ≤ a → b, meaning a → b = 1. Further important properties which we present here
without proofs include

a→ (b→ c) = (a⊗ b)→ c = b→ (a→ c), (4)∧
i∈I (a→ bi) = a→∧

i∈I bi, (5)∧
i∈I (ai → b) =∨

i∈I ai → b, (6)

Remark 2.1: The adjointness property is crucial in multiple-valued logics and in par-
ticular in mathematical fuzzy logics (Hájek 1998) which are truth-functional and use ⊗
and→ as truth functions of (fuzzy) conjunction and implication, respectively. That is, if
e(ϕ) and e(ψ) are degrees to which formulas ϕ and ψ are true under some evaluation e,
then e(ϕ)→ e(ψ) is a truth degree of formula ϕ ⇒ ψ (⇒ is a symbol of the implication
connective) under the evaluation e. Hence, we may write e(ϕ ⇒ ψ) = e(ϕ) → e(ψ);
analogously for the conjunction interpreted by ⊗. In the same spirit, the general infima∧

and suprema
∨

are used as interpretations of the universal and existential quantifiers.
Notice the same is true in the classical propositional/predicate logics with e being either a
valuation of propositional variables which uniquely extends to all propositional formulas
(in the propositional case); orwith e givenby afirst-order structure togetherwith valuations
of object variables (in the predicate case). In the classic case, of course, L = {0, 1}, and→
is the ordinary truth function of implication, i.e. 0 → 0 = 0 → 1 = 1 → 1 = 1 and
1 → 0 = 0. The important point is that the relationship between ⊗ and→ imposed by
(1) is motivated by graded version of the inference rule modus ponens saying that from ϕ

valid to degree (at least) a ∈ L and ϕ ⇒ ψ valid to degree (at least) b ∈ L, we can infer
ψ valid to degree (at least) a⊗ b. Indeed, (1) ensures its maximal inference power so that
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the graded rule is still sound (observe that for a = b = 1 the classic modus ponens can be
seen as a particular case of the graded rule). The correspondence of adjointness to modus
ponens has been recognized by Goguen (1969) and later exploited in various logics based
on residuated structures.

The class of complete residuated lattices is rich and includes infinite as well as finite
structures. Popular infinite structures include linearly ordered complete residuated lattices
(chains) defined on the real unit interval with ∧ and ∨ being minimum and maximum,⊗
being a left-continuous (or a continuous) triangular norm with the corresponding→, see
Klement, Mesiar, and Pap (2000). In the examples, we make use of the following pairs of
adjoint operations on the unit interval:

Łukasiewicz:
a⊗ b = max (a+ b− 1, 0),
a→ b = min (1− a+ b, 1),

(7)

Gödel:
a⊗ b = min (a, b),

a→ b =
{
1, if a ≤ b,
b, otherwise,

(8)

Goguen:
a⊗ b = a · b,
a→ b =

{
1, if a ≤ b,
b
a , otherwise.

(9)

It is well known that all multiplications⊗ from (7)–(9) are continuous and,moreover, each
continuous triangular norm can be constructed as an ordinal sum of (isomorphic copies
of) these three basic continuous triangular norms, cf. Klement, Mesiar, and Pap (2000).

Some observations in the paper apply only to residuated lattices satisfying additional
conditions. L is called prelinear if (a → b) ∨ (b → a) = 1 for all a, b ∈ L; L is called
divisible if a ∧ b = a⊗ (a→ b) for all a, b ∈ L.
Remark 2.2: A particular case of a finite (and thus complete) residuated lattice is the
two-element Boolean algebra L = 〈{0, 1},∧,∨,⊗,→, 0, 1〉, which is the structure of truth
degrees of the classical logic and thus the underlying structure of degrees in the classic
relational model of data. That is, the operations ∧,∨,⊗,→ of L are the truth functions
(interpretations) of the corresponding logical connectives of the classical logic (⊗ coincides
with ∧). More generally, (complete) Boolean algebras are (term equivalent to) particular
(complete) residuated lattices which satisfy the law of the excluded middle (tertium non
datur), i.e. a ∨ (a → 0) = 1. Obviously, there are residuated lattices which are not
Boolean algebras, e.g. take any linearly ordered Lwithmore than two elements and observe
that a ∨ (a → 0) < 1 whenever 0 < a < 1. Therefore, if we prove an assertion for
general L (i.e. over all complete residuated lattices taken as structures of degrees) then, as
a particular case, we get a classic counterpart of this assertion for L being the two-valued
Boolean algebra but the converse does not hold since residuated lattices are more general
structures. As a consequence, some laws which hold in the classical relational model will
no longer hold in our model (at least not in the same form). This is a natural trait of
the more general model which allows us to handle (intermediate) degrees of similarity.
Nevertheless, by generalizing the fundamental topics from query systems and dependency
theory, we provide evidence that complete residuated lattices are suitable structures of
similarity degrees and ranks.
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For a complete residuated lattice L and a nonempty set U (call it a universe), we may
consider maps of the form f : U → L, assigning to each u ∈ U the degree f (u) ∈ L. Such
maps are usually denoted by capital letters A,B,C, . . . instead of f , g , h, . . . , and are called
L-sets in U . If A is an L-set in U , then A(u) can be interpreted as “the degree to which u
belongs to A”. Note that if L = {0, 1}, then by a slight abuse of notation, we can identify
L-sets in U with subsets of U (in the usual sense), i.e. with maps f : U → {0, 1} (indicator
functions of subsets of U). For L-sets A,B in U , we write A ⊆ B whenever A(u) ≤ B(u)
holds for each u ∈ U and say that A is (fully) contained in B. An L-set A in U is called
finite if the set {u ∈ U |A(u) > 0} is finite; A is called crisp if A(u) ∈ {0, 1} for each u ∈ U ;
A is called empty if A(u) = 0 for each u ∈ U ; the empty L-set in U is denoted by ∅U (or
just ∅ if there is no danger of confusion). Obviously, crisp L-sets in U can be identified
with ordinary subsets of U . Therefore, for a crisp A, we write u ∈ A to denote A(u) = 1
and u ∈ A to denoteA(u) = 0. IfU is a Cartesian product of sets (sayU1, . . . ,Un), we may
call an L-set A in U an L-relation (between U1, . . . ,Un). In particular, a binary L-relation
R between U and V is a map R : U × V → L assigning to each u ∈ U and each v ∈ V the
degree R(u, v) ∈ L to which u and v are related by R. As usual, if a symbol like ∼ denotes
a binary L-relation, we write u ∼ v to denote the degree ∼(u, v). Since L-relations are
particular L-sets, the notions like finiteness and containment apply to L-relations as well.

The survey of preliminaries provided here is sufficient for reading the paper. Readers
interested in more details of the logical background and residuated structures can find
details in the monographs by Hájek (1998), Gerla (2001), Belohlavek (2002), Galatos et
al. (2007), and a series of edited handbooks (Cintula, Hájek, and Noguera 2011) covering
recent results.

3. Fundamental concepts

This section introduces the basic concepts of our model, ranked data tables over domains
with similarities which represent the counterpart of relations on relation schemes from the
Codd model, and general notions related to relational querying. In this and the following
sections, we assume that L is a complete residuated lattice, see Section 2 for a survey.

3.1. Attributes, objects constants, and types

As in the classical model, we consider attributes which are given by their names and
domains (types). We let Y denote a set of all attribute names and denote the names in Y
by y, y′, y1, y2, . . . We assume that Y is denumerable (countably infinite) to have enough
attribute names at our disposal. If there is no danger of confusion, we tacitly identify
attributes with their names. Any finite subset R ⊆ Y is called a relation scheme. Relation
schemes can be seen as specifications of (names of) columns in data tables. In particular,
R = ∅ ⊆ Y is an empty relation scheme.

In order to denote individual attribute values that can appear in a database, we introduce
a set C of object constants, denoted c, d, c1, c2 . . ., which is also assumed to be denumerable.

The role of object constant will become important in Sections 4.8 and 5.
With each attribute and object constant, we consider its type. The type is a label

annotating attributes and object constants to ensure that relational operations can only be
performed using attributes and/or constants of the same type.
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Definition 3.1: A type declaration for a set Y of attributes and a set C of object constants
is a structure � = 〈�, λ〉, where � is a nonempty set of elements called types, and λ is a
map λ : Y ∪ C→ � such that for each τ ∈ � there is an infinite subset Y ′ ⊆ Y satisfying
λ(Y ′) = {τ }.

As usual, if λ(y) = λ(z), we say that under � = 〈�, λ〉, y and z have the same type.
Definition 3.1 ensures that for each type there are infinitely many attributes of that type
(� is thus at most denumerable).

3.2. Domains, similarities, and tuples

For each attribute y ∈ Y we consider its domain, usually denoted by Dy , which is a
nonempty set of all possible values of the attribute y ∈ Y . Before we point out the
relationship between domains and types, we formalize similarities on domains. We equip
each domainDy with a binary L-relation≈y: Dy×Dy → L (and use infix notation, u ≈y v,
etc.) satisfying

(Ref) for each u ∈ Dy : u ≈y u = 1, and
(Sym) for each u, v ∈ Dy : u ≈y v = v ≈y u.

Each binaryL-relation≈y onDy satisfying (Ref) and (Sym) is called a similarity. It is eas-
ily seen that (Ref) and (Sym) are the counterparts for L-relation of the ordinary reflexivity
and symmetry. Namely, (Ref) says that each element is fully similar to (indistinguishable
from) itself and (Sym) says that the degree to which u is similar to v is the same as the
degree to which v is similar to u.
Remark 3.2:

(a) While (Ref) is usually accepted without any reservation, it may be arguable whether
a similarity is indeed symmetric (e.g. Tversky Index, see Tversky (1977), is a popular
asymmetric similarity measure). We employ (Sym) for technical reasons. Namely,
dropping (Sym) would have consequences we consider undesirable. For instance,
similarity-based natural joins would depend on the order of the input arguments,
violating one of the basic properties that are inherent to natural joins.

(b) Sometimes it is useful to require stronger properties for similarities. For instance,
one may postulate:
(Sep) for each u, v ∈ Dy : u ≈y v = 1 iff u equals v;
(Tra) for each u, v,w ∈ Dy : u ≈y v ⊗ v ≈y w ≤ u ≈y w.

Property (Sep) is called separability and it can be seen as a stronger form of reflexivity:
elements u, v in domain Dy are similar to degree 1 if and only if u and v are identical (in-
distinguishable within its domain). Property (Tra) is called⊗-transitivity and it represents
a transitivity of≈y with respect to the multiplication⊗. In a more detail, (Tra) states that
the degree to which u is similar to w is at least the degree to which u is similar to v and to
which v is similar to w, where the interpretation of “and” is given by⊗.

For a domain Dy and similarity ≈y on Dy , we call the pair 〈Dy ,≈y〉 a domain with
similarity. In database literature like (Date 2005), domains are often identified with types
and considered as named sets of values. We distinguish the notions here. From the logic
point of view, we treat types as syntactic notions (names) whereas domains (set of values)
are considered as semantic notions and can be seen as interpretations of types, cf. Lacroix
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and Pirotte (1980). The distinction has its benefits since various issues can be resolved
syntactically based on types only without considering concrete sets of values. To keep
types and the corresponding domains consistent, we introduce the following requirement.
Definition 3.3: A set {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ Y} of domains with similarities respects type decla-
ration� = 〈�, λ〉 if for all y1, y2 ∈ Y , the following condition is satisfied: If λ(y1) = λ(y2),
then 〈Dy1 ,≈y1〉 coincides with 〈Dy2 ,≈y2〉.
Remark 3.4: Our intention is to develop an independent logical model of data, we
therefore do not discuss where the similarities came from because this depends on a
particular application (the similarities can be computed using distance-based methods,
can be given by experts, can be determined by a survey of customers, and can be obtained
by other rules, e.g. the Leibniz similarity, see Belohlavek (2002) for a survey of methods).

Recall that a Cartesian product
∏

i∈I Ai of an I-indexed system {Ai | i ∈ I} of sets Ai
(i ∈ I) is a set of all maps f : I → ⋃

i∈I Ai such that f (i) ∈ Ai holds for each i ∈ I . Let
R ⊆ Y be a relation scheme and define Tupl(R) by

Tupl(R) =∏
y∈R Dy. (10)

Each r ∈ Tupl(R) is called a tuple over R. By definition, r(y) ∈ Dy for each y ∈ R; r(y)
is called the y-value of r. In the following sections, we prefer to use the abbreviated form
Tupl(R) instead of

∏
y∈R Dy whenever the domains are clear from the context.

3.3. Ranked data tables over domains with similarities

We now introduce the notion of a ranked data table over domains with similarities which
is our counterpart to the classic notion of a relation on a relation scheme:
Definition 3.5: Let R ⊆ Y be a relation scheme and let 〈Dy ,≈y〉 be domains with
similarities for attributes y ∈ R. A ranked data table on R over {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ R} (shortly,
an RDT) is any map

D :∏y∈R Dy → L (11)

such that the set {r ∈ ∏
y∈R Dy |D(r) > 0}, called the answer set of D, is finite. The

cardinality of the answer set of D is called the size of D and is denoted by |D|. If |D| = 0,
thenD is called the emptyRDTonR anddenotedby0R. Furthermore,D is callednonranked
if D(r) ∈ {0, 1} for any r. Each degree D(r) ∈ L is called a rank of r in D.

Using the notion of an L-set Goguen (1967), RDTs are in fact finite L-sets in the
Cartesian product

∏
y∈R Dy , i.e. only finitely many tuples from the Cartesian product are

assigned nonzero ranks. In addition, nonranked RDTs can be seen as finite crisp L-sets, i.e.
finitely many tuples are assigned rank 1 (full match) and the others are assigned rank 0 (no
match). Nonranked RDTs can be identified with the classic relations on relation schemes
withD(r) = 1 meaning that “tuple r belongs to (the answer set of)D”. In particular, if L is
the two-element Boolean algebra then all RDTs are nonranked, thus we have a one-to-one
correspondence between the classic relations on relation schemes and RDTs.
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Remark 3.6:

(a) The intendedmeaning of RDTs is to represent results of similarity-based queries, i.e.
queries which involve similarities and which are naturally matched to degrees in L.
Thus, the rank D(r) of r in D is a degree to which the tuple r satisfies requirements
imposed by a similarity-based query. In addition, RDTs can also be interpreted
as the basic data structures in the model. This is obvious in particular when D is
nonranked. Therefore, as in the classical relational model, RDTs represent both the
results of queries and stored data (base relations).

(b) Analogously as in the classical model, RDTs on nonempty relation schemes can be
depicted by two-dimensional tables with rows corresponding to tuples with nonzero
ranks and with an additional column containing the ranks. If a table is nonranked,
the column with ranks can be omitted and hence they appear as the usual data
tables. Let us stress that although the ranks are written as values in a column, the
column itself does not correspond to any attribute.

There are several RDTs in special formswhich deserve our attention. First, if the relation
schemeR is empty, then from the set-theoretic definition of direct products as sets ofmaps,
we get Tupl(∅) = ∏

y∈∅ Dy = {∅}. Therefore, the empty set ∅ (which in fact represents
here the only map from ∅ to ∅) is the only (empty) tuple on R = ∅. Thus, each RDT D on
R = ∅ is uniquely given be the degree D(∅) ∈ L. Therefore, it makes sense to introduce
the following notation for all RDTs on the empty relation scheme:
Definition 3.7: For a ∈ L, we let a∅ denote the RDT on ∅ such that a∅(∅) = a.

Among the particular cases of Definition 3.7 are the RDTs 0∅ (with the empty answer
set) and 1∅ (with ∅ having rank 1). In the classical relational model, the analogues of 0∅
and 1∅ are the empty relation on the empty scheme (representing the truth value 0) and
the relation on the empty scheme containing the empty tuple (representing the truth value
1). In the database language Tutorial D which is based on the principles of The Third
Manifesto (TTM), the relations are called TABLE_DUM and TABLE_DEE, see Date and
Darwen (2006, Chapter 5). Notice that the notation for empty RDTs 0R from Definition
3.5 coincides with the notation from Definition 3.7 only in case of a = 0 (and R = ∅), i.e.
only if a∅ is empty according to Definition 3.5, thus no ambiguity in the notation has been
introduced.

The second important form of RDTs represents nonranked tables with a single attribute
and a single tuple in the answer set:
Definition 3.8: Let y ∈ Y and d ∈ Dy . A singleton RDT on {y} over Dy is the RDT
denoted [y:d] such that [y:d](r) = 1 if r(y) = d and [y:d](r) = 0 otherwise.
Remark 3.9: Let us note that, as in the classical model, the set-theoretic nature of RDTs
does not imply any particular order of tuples and/or attributes in the RDTs. In addition,
(the table representation of) RDTs cannot contain “duplicate tuples” or “unknown values”
– two concepts which are present in some query languages based on the relational model
(e.g. in SQL) but which, strictly speaking, violate the basic principles of the relationalmodel
and hence we do not endorse them (Date (1995) presents good arguments against NULLs,
see also recent paper by Libkin (2015)). We should also mention that our approach does
not put any restriction on the notion of a domain. In particular, we do not require any
form of “atomicity of values” (as often vaguely used to describe relations in 1NF), elements
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of domains can be arbitrary. In this sense, we adhere to the true meaning of 1NF as it is
presented by Date (2006).

3.4. Relational querying

Aswe outlined in the introduction, we propose in this paper two query systems: (i) a system
based on a generalized relational algebra, and (ii) a system based on a generalized domain
relational calculus. In this section, we introduce notions which are common to both of
these query systems and can be utilized in general considerations on relational querying.

In general, we view queries as functions mapping collections of RDTs representing
input data to an RDT representing the result. The input RDTs for a query can be seen as a
snapshot of a database at a particular moment in time. We introduce database schemes to
describe relation schemes of RDTs that can represent input data for a query.
Definition 3.10: Adatabase scheme onY is any couple 〈R, �〉whereR is a finite nonempty
set of relation symbols and � is a map � : R→ 2Y assigning to each relation symbol r ∈ R
a relation scheme �(r) ⊆ Y .

As in case of relation schemes, a database scheme is a syntactic notion.Database schemes
can be interpreted by database instances, i.e. collections of RDTs interpreting relation
symbols from the database scheme. A formal definition follows.
Definition 3.11: A database instanceD (shortly, an instance) of a database scheme 〈R, �〉
on Y and object constants C is a triplet D = 〈UD ,RD ,CD〉 where
(i) UD = {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ Y} is a set of domains with similarities;
(ii) RD is a set of RDTs such that for each relation symbol r ∈ R there is an RDT

rD ∈ RD on �(r) over {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ �(r)} ⊆ UD ;
(iii) CD = {cD ∈⋃

y∈Y Dy | c ∈ C} is a set of values interpreting object constants.
If C is clear from context, we say that D is an instance of 〈R, �〉. Moreover, we say that
D = 〈UD ,RD ,CD〉 respects type declaration� = 〈�, λ〉 ifUD respects� and if for each
c ∈ C and y ∈ Y such that λ(c) = λ(y), we have cD ∈ Dy .

Database instances represent states of databases at given moments. Indeed, for each
relation symbol r ∈ R, a database instance contains an RDT rD which interprets r and
for each object constant c ∈ C it contains a value cD interpreting c in D. From the logical
point of view, database instance is a structure for a language which is determined by the
database scheme and the set of object constants.

In general, a query ondatabase scheme 〈R, �〉 andobject constantsC is amap from the set
of all database instances of 〈R, �〉, andC to the set of all RDTs. Typically, queries correspond
to evaluation of special expressions or formulas in database instances. In Section 4 and
Section 5, we introduce two types of query systems which correspond to evaluation of
relational algebra expressions and formulas of domain relational calculus.

4. Relational operations and relational algebra

In the same spirit as in the Codd model, we define a set of fundamental operations with
RDTs that can be combined to form complex queries represented by terms. Such queries
are evaluated in database instances, obtaining RDTs as results.
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The set of relational operations we use in this section has been selected to ensure a
sufficient expressive power of the query system. Our approach to relational operations is
conceptually similar as in the classical relational model; however, it differs in several key
aspects which are consequences of the presence of similarity relations and the structure of
degrees, namely the residuated lattice which replaces the two-element Boolean algebra of
the classical model.

A minor technical difference is the need to have a relational division in our model as a
fundamental operationwhich is, in general, not expressible using the other operations. The
most notable difference is the explicit manipulation with similarities and ranks that appear
in our operations which take RDTs as input and produce other RDTs as output (query
results). All the operations introduced in this section cope with similarities and ranks in a
way that is logically sound and ensures that (i) results of operations are always finite and
(ii) the operations conservatively extend the operations of the classical relational model,
meaning that if one takes the two-element Boolean algebra for the structure of degrees and
considers identity relations for similarities on domains, our relational operations have the
same expressive power as the operations in the classical model.

In this section, we introduce relational operations which are grouped into several
categories depending on their roles. Later, we formalize the notion of a relational query
and its evaluation in database instances. Operations derived from the basic ones, including
similarity-based joins, and extensions of the operations will be shown in Sections 7 and 8.

4.1. Counterparts to Boolean operations

The first category of operations contains our counterparts to the basic Boolean operations
of Codd’s model – the union and the intersection. The operations emerge in our model by
a componentwise application of operations of residuated lattices. For RDTsD1 and D2 on
relation scheme R, we define

(D1 ∪D2)(r) = D1(r) ∨D2(r), (12)
(D1 ∩D2)(r) = D1(r) ∧D2(r), (13)
(D1 ⊗D2)(r) = D1(r)⊗D2(r), (14)

for all tuples r on R. D1 ∪ D2 is called a union of D1 and D2; D1 ∩ D2 and D1 ⊗ D2 are
called the∧-intersection and⊗-intersection ofD1 andD2, respectively. RDTD on relation
scheme R is called idempotent (with respect to⊗) if D ⊗D = D.
Remark 4.1:

(a) Recall that the set-theoretical union of relationsD1 andD2 from the classical model
is D1 ∪D2 = {r | r ∈ D1 or r ∈ D2} where “or” stands for a non-exclusive Boolean
disjunction. Thus, r ∈ D1 ∪ D2 iff r ∈ D1 or r ∈ D2. Identifying sets with their
indicator functions, we can write (D1 ∪ D2)(r) = 1 iff D1(r) = 1 or D2(r) =
1. Hence, (D1 ∪ D2)(r) = D1(r) ∨ D2(r), where ∨ is the truth function of the
Boolean disjunction. In this sense, a union of RDTs (12) is obtained by replacing
the Boolean disjunction by ∨ which is a supremum from a complete residuated
lattice L. Therefore, the rank (D1 ∪D2)(r) of tuple r in the union D1 ∪D2 of RDTs
is a supremum of ranks of r in D1 and D2. Notice that on the symbolic level, (12)
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has the same interpretation as the classic union only with explicit ranks involved: If
D1 is a result of query Q1 and D2 is a result of query Q2, then (D1 ∪ D2)(r) shall
be interpreted as “a degree to which r matches Q1 or r matches Q2”. If L is linearly
ordered, ∨ coincides with maximum.

(b) Following the same arguments as in (a), we defined two kinds of intersections based
on two choices of truth functions of conjunctions ∧ and ⊗ in L. Note that the ∧-
intersection is idempotent, meaning D ∩ D = D. For the ⊗-intersection, we have
D ⊗D ⊆ D (i.e. (D ⊗D)(r) ≤ D(r) for all r) but the converse inclusion does not
hold in general, i.e. the ⊗-intersection is not an idempotent operation in general
and therefore we call D idempotent to denote that D ⊗ D = D for D and ⊗. All
nonranked RDTs are idempotent, since 0⊗ 0 = 0 and 1⊗ 1 = 1 for any⊗. Using
properties of residuated lattices, D1⊗D2 ⊆ D1 ∩D2, i.e. the ∧-intersection can be
seen as an upper bound for all possible ⊗-intersections. Having two operations of
intersections and only a single operation of a union stems from the fact that both
∧ and ⊗ and fundamental operations of L which both generalize the two-valued
conjunction, whereas∨ is the only fundamental operation ofL generalizing the two-
valued disjunction. In Section 8.2, we show that one can extend L by an additional
non-idempotent operation ⊕ (truth function of non-idempotent disjunction) and
introduce a corresponding operation with RTDs whose lower bound is ∪, meaning
D1 ∪D2 ⊆ D1 ⊕D2.

(c) The existence of two intersections in ourmodel can be justified by different require-
ments on handling ranks of conjunctive queries. Suppose D1, . . . ,Dk are results of
subqueries Q1, . . . ,Qk. Then, both D1 ∩ · · · ∩ Dk and D1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Dk represent
results of a conjunctive query “Q1 and · · · and Qk”. Assume that for a tuple r, we
have D1(r) = 0.5 and D2(r) = · · · = Dk(r) = 0.98 and the ranks are taken from
the real unit interval with its natural ordering. Then, the rank of r in D1 ∩ · · · ∩Dk
is 0.5. The same holds if D2(r) = · · · = Dk(r) = 0.5 because the rank is computed
as an infimum (a minimum of k ranks). Thus, the rank of r in D1 ∩ · · · ∩ Dk
depends solely on the worst match. The⊗-intersection can be seen as an alternative
to the worst-match meaning of the ∧-intersection. For instance, if⊗ is the Goguen
multiplication on [0, 1], then the rank of r in D1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Dk equals to 0.5 · 0.98k−1
if D2(r) = · · · = Dk(r) = 0.98 and 0.5k if D2(r) = · · · = Dk(r) = 0.5. The rank
0.5·0.98k−1 is considerably higher than 0.5k and reflects the fact that in the first case,
r matches Q2, . . . ,Qk almost fully. Thus, with general nonidempotent⊗, the ranks
of all subqueries can contribute to the rank of r in D1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Dk. Hence, the ⊗-
intersection has the ability to separate results (tuples) that match more subqueries
to higher degrees from results that match less subqueries to higher degrees. This
difference in interpreting the results of ∧-intersections and⊗-intersections further
justifies the inclusion of both intersections in the model since both interpretations
of combining conjunctive subqueries are reasonable and may be required.

(d) Operations (12)–(14) generalize the classic operationswith relations in the following
sense. If the underlying complete residuated lattice L equals 2 (two-element Boolean
algebra) then (12)–(14) become the Boolean operations in which case, the ⊗-
intersection becomes the ∧-intersection.
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The followingproposition shows that⊗ is distributive over∪. If in additionL is prelinear
(which in particular is true in case of linear scales of degrees) or divisible (Hájek 1998),
⊗ is distributive over ∪ and ∩ is distributive over ∪. In the same spirit as in the classic
relational algebra, we use observations of this type to simplify compound expressions that
represent queries – in this case, we can get a result by performing two operations instead
of three.
Proposition 4.2: For any ranked data tables D1,D2,D3 on R,

(i) D1 ⊗ (D2 ∪D3) = (D1 ⊗D2) ∪ (D1 ⊗D3).

If L is prelinear or divisible, then

(ii) D1 ⊗ (D2 ∩D3) = (D1 ⊗D2) ∩ (D1 ⊗D3),
(iii) D1 ∩ (D2 ∪D3) = (D1 ∩D2) ∪ (D1 ∩D3).

Proof: Follows directly from properties of residuated lattices, see Belohlavek (2002,
Theorems 2.25, 2.37, and 2.39).

4.2. Operations based on residuated implication

In order to express results of compound queries containing negation like “match queryQ1
but do not match query Q2”, the ordinary relational algebra consists of a binary operation
of difference or a unary operation of complement. In our model, we first introduce an
operation with RDTs based on the operation of residuum → which serves as a truth
function of “fuzzy implication”. In a particular case, the operation can be used to express
compound negated queries. In addition, we introduce as derived operations so-called
residuated shifts allowing to express queries like “match Q at least to a prescribed degree
a”. Interestingly, queries of this type do not have a nontrivial counterpart in the classical
model but emerge in ourmodel as usersmaywant to emphasize or relax results of particular
subqueries of a compound query.
Remark 4.3: The componentwise application of→ is not straightforward as in case of
the union and intersections where the results have always finite supports and thus are
well-defined RDTs. IfD1 andD2 are RDTs on relation scheme R over domainsDy (y ∈ R)
and if at least one of the domains is infinite, then

D1(r)→ D2(r) = 1 (15)

for infinitely many tuples r on R over Dy (y ∈ R). Indeed, there are infinitely many tuples
r such that D1(r) = 0 and consequently D1(r)→ D2(r) = 0→ D2(r) = 1 for infinitely
many tuples r. As a consequence, an operation with RDTs based on componentwise
application of → will not be domain independent in the usual sense – a change of a
domain without altering the data can produce different answers to the query which is not
desirable. This problem is analogous to the problem of relational complements in the Codd
model (Maier 1983) where infinite domain can also produce infinite relations.

The obstacle outlined in Remark 4.3 can be resolved in several ways. First, we can
restrict ourselves to finite domains only – an approach we do not consider for the sake of
generality. Second, we can introduce active domains as in the classical model, see Maier
(1983). Third, we can introduce a new operation from which the residuum can be derived
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and which does not yield an infinite RDT if applied componentwise to finite input RDTs.
Although the approach via active domains is possible, we use the third one because it
resolves the issue on the level of the structure of truth degrees and not on the level of the
model itself.

For a complete residuated lattice L = 〈L,∧,∨,⊗,→, 0, 1〉 and for arbitrary degrees
a, b, c ∈ L, we define b �

a c ∈ L as follows:

b �
a c = a⊗ (b→ c). (16)

The degree b �
a c shall be called an a-residuum of b ∈ L with respect to c ∈ L. The

operation � as introduced in (16) can be seen as a ternary operation in which case the
degrees a, b, c ∈ L from (16) shall be called the first, the second, and the third arguments
of �, respectively.
Proposition 4.4: The following are true for � introduced by (16):

(i) b �
1 c = b→ c,

(ii) 1 �
a c = 1 �

c a = a⊗ c,
(iii) 0 �

a c = b �
a 1 = a,

(iv) b �
0 c = b �

b 0 = 1 �
b 0 = 0,

(v) b �
a c ≤ b �

1 (a⊗ c),
(vi) � is monotone in the first and in the third argument,
(vii) � is antitone in the second argument,
(viii) a �

a b ≤ a ∧ b,
(ix) if L is divisible, then a �

a b = a ∧ b,
(x) if b ≤ c, then b �

a c = a,
(xi) if L is a linear	-algebra, then b ≤ c iff b �

a c = a for all a > 0,
(xii) b �

b c = c iff there is x ∈ L such that 1 �
x b = c,

(xiii) 1 �
a b ≤ c iff a ≤ b �

1 c.

Proof: The properties can be derived from properties of⊗ and→ in complete residuated
lattices, see Belohlavek (2002).

Note that both ⊗ and → can be obtained from �, see (i) and (ii) of Proposition
4.4. Hence, each (complete) residuated lattice L = 〈L,∧,∨,⊗,→, 0, 1〉 induces a structure
〈L,∧,∨,�, 0, 1〉 fromwhichwe can reconstruct all operations ofL. The following assertion
shows that one can go in the opposite direction as well:
Theorem 4.5: LetL = 〈L,∧,∨,�, 0, 1〉be a structure such that 〈L,∧,∨, 0, 1〉 is a bounded
lattice and � be a ternary operation satisfying the following conditions:

1 �
a 1 = a, (17)

1 �
a b = 1 �

b a, (18)
1 �

a (1 �
b c) = 1 �

c (1 �
a b), (19)

1 �
a b ≤ c iff a ≤ b �

1 c (20)

for all a, b, c ∈ L. Then, L′ = 〈L,∧,∨,⊗,→, 0, 1〉, where a ⊗ b = 1 �
a b and a → b =

a �
1 b for all a, b ∈ L, is a residuated lattice.
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Proof: By amoment’s reflection, one can see that (17) encodes the fact that 1 is neutralw.r.t.
⊗, (18) and (19) yield that ⊗ is commutative and associative, and (20) is the adjointness
of⊗ and→. The rest follows immediately.

Obviously, L from Theorem 4.5 is complete iff the corresponding L′ is complete. Since
the class of all residuated lattices forms a variety (i.e. it is closed under homomorphic
images, subalgebras, and direct products, see Wechler (1992)), we get the following char-
acterization:
Corollary 4.6: The class of all bounded lattices with � satisfying (17)–(20) is a variety
which is term equivalent to the variety of residuated lattices.

Thus, we obtained a class of algebras which are equivalent to residuated lattices up to
the formalization of the adjoint operations. The reason behind introducing � is that now
we can introduce a residuum of RDTs by a componentwise application of �. For RDTs
D1,D2,D3 on R, we put

(D1 �
D3 D2

)
(r) = D1(r) �

D3(r) D2(r) (21)

for all tuples r. D1 �
D3 D2 is called a residuum of D1 with respect to D2 which ranges

over D3.
Remark 4.7:

(a) Obviously, D1 �
D3 D2 is an RDT because there are only finitely many tuples r

such that (D1 �
D3 D2)(r) > 0. In fact, we have

D1 �
D3 D2 ⊆ D3,

which is due to a⊗ (b→ c) ≤ a⊗ 1 = a. Therefore, D3 can be seen as a range for
the componentwise application of the residuum. The role ofD3 as a range becomes
even more explicit if D3 is nonranked, i.e. if D3(r) ∈ {0, 1} for all tuples r. In that
case, D1 �

D3 D2 can be expressed as follows:

(D1 �
D3 D2

)
(r) =

{ D1(r)→ D2(r), if D3(r) = 1,
0, otherwise.

Put in words, using nonranked D3, one defines a range (a crisp set) of tuples that
are used for computing the values of residuum→ (the original operation of the
residuated lattice L); ranks of tuples outside of the range will all be zero.

(b) The result of D1 �
D3 D2 is interpreted as an answer to a query which involves

an if–then condition. Namely, if the RDTs D1,D2,D3 are considered results of the
subqueries Q1,Q2,Q3, then (D1 �

D3 D2)(r) is a degree to which “r matches Q3
and if it matches Q1 then it matches Q2”.

The ternary residuum of RDTs � has the following properties:
Proposition 4.8: For any ranked data tablesD1,D2,D3 on R and a nonranked data table
D on R:

(i) D1 �
D (D2 �

D D3) = D2 �
D (D1 �

D D3),
(ii) (D1 ⊗D2) �

D D3 = D1 �
D (D2 �

D D3),
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(iii) D1 �
D D2 = ((D1 �

D D2) �
D D2) �

D D2,
(iv) D1 �

D (D2 ∩D3) = (D1 �
D D2) ∩ (D1 �

D D3),
(v) (D1 ∪D2) �

D D3 = (D1 �
D D3) ∩ (D2 �

D D3),
(vi) (D1 �

D D2)⊗ (D2 �
D D3) ⊆ D1 �

D D3.

If L is prelinear, then

(vii) D1 �
D (D2 ∪D3) = (D1 �

D D2) ∪ (D1 �
D D3),

(viii) (D1 ∩D2) �
D D3 = (D1 �

D D3) ∪ (D2 �
D D3).

Proof: For (i)–(viii), we can use the following argument: Since D is nonranked, it suffices
to check that for each tuple r such that D(r) = 1, the left-hand side is equal to (less than)
the right-hand side of the equality (inclusion). But this follows from the corresponding
identities (inequalities) that hold in L if D1,D2,D3 are replaced by arbitrary degrees from
L, ∩ and ∪ are replaced by ∧ and ∨, respectively, � is replaced by→, and ⊆ is replaced
by ≤, see Belohlavek (2002, Theorems 2.17, 2.25, 2.27, and 2.34).

The residuum of RDTs is a ternary operation defined by a componentwise application
of �. Using analogous componentwise application, we can introduce two families of
important binary operations with RDTs if the first and the second arguments to � are
taken as fixed degrees from L.

For RDTs D1 and D2 on R and for a ∈ L, we put

(D2 �a D1
)
(r) = D1(r) �

D2(r) a (22)

for all tuples r. D2 �a D1 is called a (residuated) a-negation of D1 which ranges over D2.
In a particular case if a = 0, we abbreviate D2 �a D1 by D2 � D1 and call it a (residuated)
negation of D1 which ranges over D2. Furthermore, we put

(
a �

D2 D1
)
(r) = a �

D2(r) D1(r) (23)

for all tuples r. a �
D2 D1 is called a (residuated) a-shift of D1 which ranges over D2.

Remark 4.9:

(a) The a-negations have the following interpretation. IfD1 andD2 are results of queries
Q1 and Q2, respectively, then (D2 �a D1)(r) is a degree to which “r matches Q2
and r matches Q1 at most to degree a”. This interpretation is due to the fact that in
any residuated lattice, x ≤ a is true iff x → a = 1. Thus, a ∈ L in (22) can be seen
as a threshold degree and for a tuple r, we have (D2 �a D1)(r) = 1 (a full match)
iff r fully matches Q2 and r matches Q1 at most to degree a. In particular case, for
a = 0, (D2 � D1)(r) is a degree to which “r matches Q2 and r matches Q1 at most
to degree 0”, i.e. “r matches Q2 and r does not match Q1”. Therefore, D2 � D1 can
be seen as a particular case of a (residuated) difference. Section 8.2 shows another
approach to a difference in our model. Altogether, with �a and in particular with
�0 = �, we have the ability to express negated compound queries.

(b) Residuated negations satisfy the following laws that can be derived from the prop-
erties of�:D2 �1 D1 = D2, 0R �a D = 0R,D �a 0R = D, (D �a D)(r) ≤ a for all
tuples r, from which we get D � D = 0R. If L is the two-element Boolean algebra,
then �0 = � is the usual difference of relations. For a-shifts, we can easily show
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that 0 �
D2 D1 = D2 and 1 �

D2 D1 = D1 ⊗ D2, i.e. the ⊗-intersection of RDTs
can be seen as a special case of a 1-shift.

(c) The a-shifts can be interpreted analogously as a-negations in (a), except that a ∈ L
acts as a threshold prescribing that Q2 shall be matched

at least to degree a ∈ L. (24)

Indeed, if D1 and D2 are results of queries Q1 and Q2, respectively, then (a �
D2

D1)(r) is a degree to which “r matches Q2 and r matches Q1 at least to degree
a”. The purpose of a-shifts is to put emphasis on results that are matched at least
to a prescribed degree. Exploiting the fact that x ≤ a is true iff x → a = 1,
(a �

D2 D1)(r) = 1 means that “r fully matches Q2 and matches Q1 at least to
degree a”.

(d) Note that D2 �a D1 = D1 �
D2 D3 and a �

D2 D1 = D3 �
D2 D1, where D3 is

any RDT (on the same relation scheme asD1 andD2) such thatD3(r) = awhenever
D2(r) > 0. As a result, a-negations and a-shifts can be seen as particular applications
of the ternary residuum introduced by (21). In particular, D2 � D1 = D1 �

D2 0R,
where 0R is the empty RDT on relation scheme R.

Let us emphasize that residuated a-shifts are new relational operations that emerge in
our model and do not have nontrivial counterparts in the classical model where the only
possible shifts (considering the two-element Boolean algebra as the structure of degrees)
are 0-shifts and 1-shifts which are derivable from the ordinary relational operations, cf.
Remark 4.9 (b).

4.3. Natural join and cross join

In our model, we can introduce various types of join-like operations which generalize
natural joins and general theta-joins from the Codd model. In this section, we introduce
the basic type of a join which we call the (equality-based) natural join and in Section 7.3
we show that various similarity-based joins may be obtained from the basic join combined
with other relational operations.

As usual, we call tuples r and s on relation schemes R and S, respectively, joinable if
r(y) = s(y) for all y ∈ R ∩ S. Note that if r and s are joinable, we may consider their
set-theoretical union r ∪ s, denoted shortly by rs and called a join of tuples r and s, which
is a well-defined tuple on relation scheme R ∪ S. Therefore, rs(y) = r(y) if y ∈ R and
rs(y) = s(y) if y ∈ S. By its definition, the join of tuples is commutative, associative, and
idempotent operation with ∅ (the empty tuple) being its neutral element.

If D1 is an RDT on relation scheme R ∪ S and D2 is an RDT on relation scheme S ∪ T
such that R ∩ S = R ∩ T = S ∩ T = ∅ (i.e. R, S, and T are pairwise disjoint), then
the (equality-based) natural join of D1 and D2 is an RDT D1 �� D2 on relation scheme
R ∪ S ∪ T defined by

(D1 �� D2
)
(rst) = D1(rs)⊗D2(st), (25)

for each r ∈ Tupl(R), s ∈ Tupl(S), and t ∈ Tupl(T). If S = ∅, the natural join defined by
(25) is called a cross join.
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Remark 4.10:

(a) As in case of the ordinary natural join, D1 �� D2 represents joins of all joinable
tuples from D1 and D2 and, in addition, the ranks of the joined tuples in D1 �� D2
are computed by aggregating the ranks inD1 andD2 by⊗. This agrees with the basic
interpretation of joins. If D1 and D2 are results of queries Q1 and Q2, respectively,
then the rank (D1 �� D2)(rst) is a degree to which “rs matches Q1 and st matches
Q2”. Obviously, if D1 and D2 are nonranked (e.g. if L is 2), D1 �� D2 becomes the
ordinary natural join.

(b) Natural join of RDTs is obviously a monoidal operation – it is associative since⊗ is
associative, and 1∅ is its neutral element (see Definition 3.7). Indeed, 1∅ is an RDT
on the relation scheme ∅, i.e. for any RDT D on R, we have

(1∅ �� D)(r) = 1∅(∅)⊗D(r) = 1⊗D(r) = D(r)

for all r ∈ Tupl(R). In general, for a∅, we have

(a∅ �� D)(r) = a∅(∅)⊗D(r) = a⊗D(r),

i.e. the result of a∅ �� D is an RDT of the same scheme as D where each rank is
multiplied by degree a ∈ L (we can call this operation an a-contraction). Thus, 0∅
is an annihilator since 0∅ �� D = 0R. In addition, natural join is also commutative.
This allows us to keep the usual simplified notation for a natural join of several RDTs
based on omitting parentheses and disregarding the order of arguments. Hence, we
denote the result of the natural join of RDTs Di (i ∈ I for a finite I) by ��i∈I Di. If
in addition I = {1, . . . , n}, we write ��ni=1 Di.

(c) IfR = T = ∅, then (25) becomes the⊗-intersection of RDTs on the relation scheme
S, see (14). As a consequence, natural joins are not idempotent in general. Namely,
D �� D ⊆ D holds but the converse inclusion is true iff D is idempotent, i.e. iff
D ⊗D = D. Hence, when considering joins ��i∈I Di of multiple RDTs, we cannot
remove duplicities among allDi (i ∈ I) before performing the join unless the RDTs
are idempotent. In addition, |D1 �� D2| ≤ |D1| · |D2| but the converse inequality
does not hold in general because we can have D1(rs) = a > 0, D2(st) = b > 0, and
a⊗ b = 0 if⊗ has zero divisors.

(d) The equality-based natural join introduced by (25) can be used to express an
equality-based restriction. In particular, for RDT D on R, y ∈ R and d ∈ Dy ,
we can consider a natural join D �� [y:d], see Definition 3.8. Then, (25) yields

(D �� [y:d])(r) =
{ D(r), if r(y) = d,
0, otherwise (26)

for all r ∈ Tupl(R). Hence, D �� [y:d] can be seen as an equality-based restriction
(selection) resulting from D by taking tuples with y-values equal to d. The original
ranks of those tuples in D are preserved.
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4.4. Projection and residuated division

In this section, we describe relational operations that can be utilized in expressing com-
pound queries which involve existential and universal quantification like “there is…
satisfying Q” and “for all… satisfying Q”. The operations presented here represent our
counterparts of the classic projection and division operations.

Recall that the classic projection produces a data table whose tuples are projected onto a
subset of the original attributes, meaning that the tuples consist of a subset of attributes of
the original relation scheme together with the corresponding values. In this section, we use
the usual notion of a projection of a tuple: for a tuple t ∈ Tupl(T) and R ⊆ T , we let t(R)
denote the projection of tuple t onto R, i.e. t(R) ∈ Tupl(R) such that (t(R))(y) = t(y) for
all y ∈ R. An important aspect of the ordinary projection as a relational operation is that it
allows to express existential compound queries since r ∈ πR(D) is interpreted so that “D
contains a tuple t which agrees with r on all attributes from R”. In terms of projections of
tuples, r ∈ πR(D)means that “there exists t in D such that r = t(R)”.

The projection of RDTswe introduce here has the same existential meaning but we have
to deal with ranks. Unlike the classicalmodel, wemay have anRDTD on relation schemeT
and tuples t and t ′ with common values on all attributes form R ⊆ T , i.e. t(R) = r = t ′(R)
for some r ∈ Tupl(R), such that both t and t ′ have nonzero ranks D(t) = D(t ′). Thus, in
general, wemay define a rank of r in the projection ofD onto R based on ranks of all tuples
t ∈ Tupl(T) in D that are projected onto r (since D is an RDT, only finitely many of them
have nonzero ranks in D). In order to keep the existential interpretation of projections, it
is desirable to define the degree using the supremum

∨
in L. Therefore, if D is an RDT on

T , the projection πR(D) of D onto R ⊆ T is defined by

(πR(D))(r) =∨
s∈Tupl(T\R)D(rs), (27)

for each r ∈ Tupl(R).
Remark 4.11:

(a) Projections of RDTs defined by (27) can be equivalently restated as follows:

(πR(D))(r) =∨{D(rs) | s ∈ Tupl(T \R)}
=∨{D(t) | t ∈ Tupl(T) such that t(R) = r}. (28)

Observe that if D is non-ranked (which is true in particular if L is a two-element
Boolean algebra), then πR(D) introduced by (27) becomes the ordinary projection.

(b) There are two special cases of projections. First, ifD is an RDT on T , for πT(D) and
arbitrary t ∈ Tupl(T), we get

(
πT (D)

)
(t) =∨

s∈Tupl(T\T)D(ts) =
∨

s∈{∅}D(ts) = D(t∅) = D(t).

Therefore, πT (D) = D. Second, putting R = ∅ in (27) yields

(
π∅(D)

)
(∅) =∨

t∈Tupl(T\∅)D(t∅) =
∨

t∈Tupl(T)D(t).
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In words, π∅(D) is an RDT on ∅ such that the empty tuple (represented by ∅) has a
rank which is the supremum of ranks of all tuples in D, in short

π∅(D) =
(∨

t∈Tupl(T)D(t)
)
∅.

Following the comments before Definition 3.7, π∅(D) can be seen as a single degree
(a truth value) from L.

As in the classical model, if two (or more) projections are applied in a row, the last one
subsumes the previous ones. The following proposition shows properties of projections
and their relationship to other operations.
Proposition 4.12: For any D1,D2,D on R and a ∈ L,

(i) if R1 ⊆ R2, then πR1(πR2(D)) = πR1(D),
(ii) πR(D1 ∪D2) = πR(D1) ∪ πR(D2),
(iii) πR(D1 ∩D2) ⊆ πR(D1) ∩ πR(D2),
(iv) πR(D1 ⊗D2) ⊆ πR(D1)⊗ πR(D2),
(v) πR(a �

D2 D1) ⊆ a �
πR(D2) πR(D1).

Proof:

(i) If R1 ⊆ R2, using the fact that (T \ R2) ∪ (R2 \ R1) = T \ R1,

(
πR1(πR2(D))

)
(r1) =∨

s1∈Tupl(R2\R1)
(
πR2(D)

)
(r1s1)

=∨
s1∈Tupl(R2\R1)

∨
s2∈Tupl(T\R2)D(r1s1s2)

=∨
s∈Tupl(T\R1)D(r1s) =

(
πR1(D)

)
(r1).

(ii) For arbitrary r ∈ Tupl(R), we get

(
πR(D1 ∪D2)

)
(r) =∨

s∈Tupl(T\R)
(D1(rs) ∨D2(rs)

)
=∨

s∈Tupl(T\R)D1(rs) ∨∨
s∈Tupl(T\R)D2(rs).

Hence
(
πR(D1 ∪D2)

)
(r) = (

πR(D1)
)
(r)∨ (

πR(D2)
)
(r) = (

πR(D1)∪πR(D2)
)
(r).

(iii) A consequence of the monotony of projection.
(iv) Using the distributivity of⊗ over

∨
, for any r ∈ Tupl(R),

(
πR(D1 ⊗D2)

)
(r) =∨

s∈Tupl(T\R) (D1 ⊗D2)(rs) =∨
s∈Tupl(T\R)

(D1(rs)⊗D2(rs)
)

≤∨
s1∈Tupl(T\R)

∨
s2∈Tupl(T\R)

(D1(rs1)⊗D2(rs2)
)

=∨
s1∈Tupl(T\R)

(D1(rs1)⊗∨
s2∈Tupl(T\R)D2(rs2)

)
=∨

s1∈Tupl(T\R)D1(rs1)⊗∨
s2∈Tupl(T\R)D2(rs2)

= (
πR(D1)

)
(r)⊗ (

πR(D2)
)
(r) = (

πR(D1 ⊗D2)
)
(r).
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(v) Using the monotony of⊗ and the monotony of→ in the second argument,

(
πR(a �

D2 D1)
)
(r) =∨

s∈Tupl(T\R)
(
a �

D2(rs) D1(rs)
)

=∨
s∈Tupl(T\R)

(D2(rs)⊗ (a→ D1(rs))
)

≤∨
s∈Tupl(T\R)

(D2(rs)⊗
(
a→∨

s∈Tupl(T\R)D1(rs)
))

=∨
s∈Tupl(T\R)D2(rs)⊗

(
a→∨

s∈Tupl(T\R)D1(rs)
)
,

the last term is equal to a �
(πR(D2))(r) (πR(D1))(r), finishing the proof.

The following theoremshows the basic relationship betweenprojections and joinswhich
are analogous to that from the Codd model. In the theorem, we use the following notion:
for an RDT D, we define its nth power, denoted Dn by

Dn =
{
1∅, if n = 0,
D �� Dn−1, otherwise. (29)

for all nonnegative integers n. Clearly, the nth power of D for n ≥ 1 can equivalently be
defined using the⊗-intersection instead of the natural join. On the other hand, definition
(29) is more general because D0 = 1∅ which is beneficial to keep for technical purposes.
Theorem 4.13: Let D1 and D2 be RDTs on relation schemes R ∪ S and S ∪ T such that
R ∩ S = R ∩ T = S ∩ T = ∅. Furthermore, let {Di | i ∈ I} be a finite set of RDTs on Ri
(i ∈ I), and let D be an RDT on R =⋃

i∈I Ri. Then,
(i) πR∪S(D1 �� D2) = D1 �� πS(D2),
(ii) πRi( ��j∈I Dj) ⊆ Di for all i ∈ I,
(iii) D|I| ⊆ ��i∈I πRi(D),
(iv) if D is idempotent, then D ⊆ ��i∈I πRi(D).
Proof:

(i) For all r ∈ Tupl(R) and s ∈ Tupl(S), we have

(
πR∪S(D1 �� D2)

)
(rs) =∨

t∈Tupl(T) (D1 �� D2)(rst)

=∨
t∈Tupl(T)

(D1(rs)⊗D2(st)
)

= D1(rs)⊗∨
t∈Tupl(T)D2(st) = D1(rs)⊗

(
πS(D2)

)
(s)

= (D1 �� πS(D2))(rs),

which proves that πR∪S(D1 �� D2) = D1 �� πS(D2).
(ii) Using (i) together with the fact that �� is associative and commutative, for arbitrary

i ∈ I , we can write

πRi( ��i∈I Di) = πRi(Di �� ( ��j∈I\{i} Dj)) = Di �� πS( ��j∈I\{i} Dj),
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where S = ⋃
j∈I\{i} (Ri ∩ Rj). Since S ⊆ Ri, it follows that Di �� πS( ��j∈I\{i} Dj)

is an RDT on Ri and in consequence, Di �� πS( ��j∈I\{i} Dj) ⊆ Di, finishing the
proof of (ii).

(iii) Note that D|I| denotes the nth power of D, where n is the number of elements in I .
Also note that for I = ∅, the claim is trivial since both sides of the inequality are 1∅
(a “join of no RDTs” equals 1∅ since it is the neutral element). Using the fact that if(��i∈I πRi(D))(r) > 0, then r is a join of tuples ri ∈ Tupl(Ri) (i ∈ I), we may write

(��i∈I πRi(D))(r) =⊗
i∈I

(
πRi(D)

)
(ri) =⊗

i∈I
∨

si∈Tupl(R\Ri)D(risi),

where
⊗

i∈I · · · denote ⊗-multiplications of degrees indexed by elements from I .
Now, take ti ∈ Tupl(R\Ri) so that r = riti for all i ∈ I and observe that the previous
equality yields

D|I|(r) =⊗
i∈I D(riti) ≤⊗

i∈I
∨

si∈Tupl(R\Ri)D(risi) =
(��i∈I πRi(D))(r)

for r ∈ Tupl(R), i.e. D|I| ⊆ ��i∈I πRi(D).
(iv) A direct consequence of (iii) and Dn = D (n ≥ 1) if D is idempotent.

Remark 4.14:

(a) Theorem 4.13 (i) represents mutual relationship between natural joins and projec-
tions that is related to the notion of a semijoin. Recall that the ordinary (natural)
semijoin can be seen as a natural join of two arguments projected onto attributes
of the first argument. In the same way, one can express the ordinary semijoin as a
join of the first argument and projection of the second argument onto the common
set of attributes of both the arguments. In our setting, the same law applies due
to Theorem 4.13 (i). Thus, for RDTs D1 and D2 on R ∪ S and S ∪ T such that
R ∩ S = R ∩ T = S ∩ T = ∅, we may define

D1 � D2 = πR∪S(D1 �� D2) = D1 �� πS(D2), (30)

which is called a (natural equality-based) semijoin ofD1 andD2 (in this order, as in
the ordinary case, the operation is not commutative). Following the interpretation
of natural joins and projections, if D1 and D2 are results of queries Q1 and Q2,
respectively, then (D1�D2)(rs)may be interpreted as “a degree to which rsmatches
Q1 and st matches Q2 for some t”, i.e. analogously as for the ordinary semijoins,
D1 � D2 may be regarded as an RDT expressing joinability degrees of tuples from
D1: (D1 � D2)(rs) is “a degree to which rs matches Q1 and is joinable with some
tuple matching Q2”, cf. Date (2005).

(b) In general, the inclusion in Theorem 4.13 (iv) does not hold for nonidempotent
RDTs. For instance, π∅(0.5∅) �� π∅(0.5∅) = 0.25∅ � 0.5∅ if ⊗ is the Goguen
multiplication. Note that the Codd model, the converse inclusions to that from
Theorem 4.13 (ii) and (iv) are used to define notions of a complete join and a
nonloss decomposition. We can introduce analogous notions in our model, but we
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take amore general approach and introduce approximate joins and decompositions
basen on partial containment introduced later in this subsection.

We now turn our attention to residuated division that can be utilized in expressing
compound queries which involve universal quantification. In the classical model, there is
no need to include the division among the fundamental operations since it can be expressed
by means of projections, joins, and differences. This is a consequence of the well-known
fact that in the classical predicate logic the universal quantifier can be expressed in terms
of the existential one and negation. Logics based on residuated lattices do not have this
property, i.e. the quantifiers are not mutually definable in general. We therefore consider
division as a fundamental operation and define it using the derived ternary operation �

on L and aggregate the ranks using general infimum
∧

in L.
LetD1 be an RDT on R, letD2 be an RDT on S ⊆ R, and letD3 be an RDT on T = R\S.

Then, a division D1 ÷D3 D2 of D1 by D2 which ranges over D3 is an RDT on T defined by

(D1 ÷D3 D2
)
(t) =∧

s∈Tupl(S)
(D2(s) �

D3(t) D1(st)
)
, (31)

for each t ∈ Tupl(T).
Remark 4.15:

(a) Residuated division is well defined. Indeed, using (16), we can rewrite (31) as follows

(D1 ÷D3 D2
)
(t) =∧

s∈Tupl(S)
(D3(t)⊗ (D2(s)→ D1(st))

)
,

from which it follows that only finitely many tuples t ∈ Tupl(T) are assigned
nonzero degrees because Tupl(S) is nonempty and D3 is finite. In addition, the
degree (31) can always be computed by performing finitely many applications of
operations of L because the infimum in (31) which goes over all tuples over S can
be reduced to an infimum going over all tuples over S that have nonzero ranks in
D2, see Proposition 4.4 (iii). Hence,

(D1 ÷D3 D2
)
(t) = D3(t) ∧∧

D2(s)>0
(D3(t)⊗ (D2(s)→ D1(st))

)
.

If L is 2 and if D3 is the projection of D1 onto T , then (31) becomes the ordinary
division from the Codd model.

(b) Note that results of relational division are sometimes called quotients Maier (1983),
i.e.D1÷D3D2 defined by (31) can be called a quotient ofD1 divided byD2 (overD3).
The interpretation of division is analogous to its ordinary counterpart. For instance,
ifD2 defines reliable suppliers,D3 defines solvent customers, andD1 defines which
suppliers are frequently used by customers, then D1 ÷D3 D2 represents solvent
customers frequently using all reliable suppliers. It is worth mentioning that in this
example, all three arguments to the division can naturally be considered as ranked
data tables which either resulted by similarity-based queries or were created by
an expert (e.g. assessing reliability of suppliers) because all tuples in “suppliers”,
“customers”, and the record of “supplies-to-customer” can be considered as ranked
by degrees from L according to how they satisfy the conditions of “reliability”,
“solvency”, and “frequency”.
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(c) Note that in the classic relational model of data, there does not seem to be an
agreement on the right definition of relational division. Indeed, there exist multiple
definitions, some of which are easily reducible to other. In our setting, there are
also possibilities to start with a different definition. The recent paper Vaverka and
Vychodil (2016) studies the relationship between the existing approaches to the
classic as well as the similarity-based operations of division.

(d) Consider RDTs D1, D2, and D3 on relation schemes R, S ⊆ R, and T = R \ S,
respectively. We can consider the following borderline cases of division. If S = R
and thus T = ∅, then using (16), we can write (31) as follows:

(D1 ÷D3 D2
)
(∅) =∧

r∈Tupl(R)
(D2(r) �

D3(∅) D1(r∅)
)

=∧
r∈Tupl(R)

(
a⊗ (D2(r)→ D1(r))

)
,

where a = D3(∅), i.e. D3 = a∅. Thus, in this case, we may write D1 ÷a D2 instead
of D1 ÷D3 D2, where a = D3(∅). In particular, for a = 1, i.e. if D3 is 1∅, we obtain(D1 ÷1 D2

)
(∅) =∧

r∈Tupl(R)
(D2(r)→ D1(r)

)
, (32)

which is in fuzzy relational systems known as the subsethood degree of L-sets. In
this case, the subsethood degree of D2 in D1. Note, however, then the result is
not the degree of subsethood but rather, an RDT (on the empty relation scheme)
representing the degree. Nevertheless, residuated division enables us to formalize
two important concepts: subsethood (inclusion) degrees and similarity degrees of
RDTs in our model. Indeed, for any RDTs D1 and D2 on the same relation scheme,
we may introduce

S(D1,D2) =
(D2 ÷1 D1

)
(∅), (33)

E(D1,D2) = S(D1,D2) ∧ S(D2,D1). (34)

In what follows, (33) is called a subsethood degree of D1 in D2; (34) is called a
similarity degree ofD1 andD2. IfD1 andD2 are interpreted as answers to similarity-
based queries Q1 and Q2, respectively, then (33) is the degree to which each answer
to Q1 is an answer to Q2 and (34) is a degree to which queries Q1 and Q2 have
similar answers (in a particular database instance).
The second borderline case of residuated division results if S = ∅ and hence T =
R \ ∅ = R. In this case:

(D1 ÷D3 D2
)
(r) =∧

s∈{∅}
(D2(s) �

D3(r) D1(rs)
)

= D3(r)⊗
(D2(∅)→ D1(r)

) = a �
D3 D1,

where a = D2(∅). Hence, the previous equality shows that residuated shifts (23)
introduced before can be seen as particular cases of residuated divisions.

The notions of subsethood and similarity degrees (33) and (34) are crucial in our model
because they can be used to define exact and approximate integrity constraints. More on
this issue will be presented in Section 4.8 and the sequel of this paper. In addition, we
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may use (33) and (34) to introduce properties of RDTs related to projections and joins.
Namely, in the classical model, the notions of complete joins and nonloss decompositions
are defined in terms of the ordinary subsethood. We show that analogous notions can be
introduced in our model using subsethood and similarity degrees.

Let Di be RDTs on relation schemes Ri (i ∈ I for finite I). We say that RDTs Di (i ∈ I)
have an (approximate) a-join if

S
(Di,πRi( ��j∈I Dj)

) ≥ a (35)

for all i ∈ I . Furthermore, a 1-join is called a complete join (in other words, RDTs Di join
completely). In addition, the degree

Jnd({Di | i ∈ I}) =∧
i∈I S

(Di,πRi( ��j∈I Dj)
)

(36)

is called a degree of joinability of RDTs Di (i ∈ I).
Remark 4.16:

(a) A moment’s reflection shows that Jnd({Di | i ∈ I}) is the greatest degree a ∈ L
such that Di (i ∈ I) are a-joinable and that any RDTs are trivially 0-joinable.
Furthermore, ifDi (i ∈ I) are a-joinable, thenDi (i ∈ I) are b-joinable for all b ≤ a.
The 1-joinability corresponds to the classic notion of a complete joinability since
due to Theorem 4.13 (ii), it means that Di is equal to πRi( ��j∈I Dj) for all i ∈ I , i.e.
each Di can be retrieved from the join by the corresponding projection.

(b) The general joinability degrees in our model are capable of expressing that RDTs
Di (i ∈ I) are almost completely joinable, e.g. a-joinable for a high degree a ∈ L. In
other words, from the join ��j∈I Dj one can retrieve πRi( ��j∈I Dj) which is similar
toDi to degree at lest a ∈ L. If a is sufficiently high, we may interpret πRi( ��j∈I Dj)

as a sufficiently close approximation of the original data table Di. Although not
directly applicable when a complete join is required, the approximate join can be
interesting from data analytical point of view – instead of all Di one may store just
the join ��i∈I Di and still be able to get sufficiently close approximations of the
original ranked data tables.

Let D be an RDT on relation schemes R =⋃
i∈I Ri where I is finite. We define a degree

of decomposability of D with respect to Ri (i ∈ I) as follows:

Dcd(D, {Ri | i ∈ I}) = E
(D, ��i∈I πRi(D)

)
. (37)

In addition, we say thatD has an (approximate) a-decompositionwith respect toRi (i ∈ I) if
Dcd(D, {Ri | i ∈ I}) ≥ a. Furthermore, a 1-decomposition is called anonloss decomposition.
Remark 4.17: Similar comments as in Remark 4.16 can be made in case of approximate
decomposability. Instead of storing (a large) RDTD, onemay store its (smaller) projections
πRi(D) provided that their join is sufficiently close to the original data D. Let us note that,
once again, the concepts of approximate joinability and decomposability have naturally
appeared in our model just by considering a general structure of ranks L and replacing the
bivalent subsethood relation by its graded counterpart (33) which appears in our model
as an instance of division. Therefore, the necessary framework for exploring approximate
joinability and decompositions is inherent in the model from the very beginning.
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The following assertion provides an alternative characterization of divisions if the RDT
which serves as a range is nonranked.
Theorem 4.18: LetD1,D2, andD3 be RDTs on relation schemes R, S ⊆ R, and T = R\S,
respectively. Then the following hold:

(i) D1 ÷D3 D2 ⊆ D3;
(iii) (D1 ÷D3 D2) �� D2 ⊆ D1;
(iii) if D3 is nonranked, then D1 ÷D3 D2 is the greatest element of

SD1,D2,D3 = {D ⊆ D3 |D �� D2 ⊆ D1}. (38)

Proof:

(i) follows immediately from (31) using the fact that both ⊗ and
∧

are monotone.
Observe that the join in (ii) is a cross join. Thus,

(
(D1 ÷D3 D2) �� D2

)
(st) = (D1 ÷D3 D2)(t)⊗D2(s)

=∧
s′∈Tupl(S)

(D3(t)⊗ (D2(s′)→ D1(s′t))
)⊗D2(s)

≤ (D2(s)→ D1(st)
)⊗D2(s) ≤ D1(st)

for all s ∈ Tupl(S) and t ∈ Tupl(T). Now, from (i) and (ii), we conclude that the
system SD1,D2,D3 of RDTs is nonempty. Suppose now that D3(t) ∈ {0, 1} for all
t ∈ Tupl(T) and take any D ∈ SD1,D2,D3 . In order to prove (iii), it suffices to check
that D ⊆ D1 ÷D3 D2. Take any t ∈ Tupl(T). If D3(t) = 0, then by D ⊆ D3 we
get D(t) = 0, which is a trivial case. If D3(t) = 1, from D �� D2 ⊆ D1, we have
D(t)⊗D2(s) ≤ D1(st) for all s ∈ Tupl(S). Using adjointness, for all s ∈ Tupl(S),

D(t) ≤ D2(s)→ D1(st) = 1⊗ (D2(s)→ D1(st)) = D3(t)⊗ (D2(s)→ D1(st)).

Hence,D(t) ≤∧
s∈Tupl(S) (D3(t)⊗ (D2(s)→ D1(st))) = (D1÷D3 D2)(t), which

concludes the proof of (iii).

4.5. Similarity-based restrictions

The relational operations considered in the previous subsections do not utilize similarities
of values on domains. In fact, all the operations, when applied to nonranked RDTs, yield
nonranked RDTs. We now turn our attention to the similarity-based restriction which is
an interesting counterpart to the ordinary restriction (selection). This operation involves
similarities on domains and is the primary operation producing ranked data tables from
nonranked ones by imposing similarity-based restrictions on data. In fact, our restriction
can be seen as an operation which selects from a data table all tuples which approximately
match a given condition. In the basic setting, we consider atomic conditions written as

y ≈ z (39)
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and saying that the value of the attribute y should be similar (i.e. approximately equal) to
the value of z, where z is allowed to be either (i) an attribute of the same type as y, or (ii) a
value which belongs to the domain of y. Evidently, (i) is intended to be used for comparing
similarity of values of two attributes (e.g. queries like “Houses whose last renovation date is
approximately equal to their sale date”)whereas (ii) serves for comparing values of attribute
values with a fixed element of a domain (e.g. queries like “Houses located approximately
in Palo Alto”). As we shall see later in this section, (ii) can be expressed by (i), projections,
and natural joins. We therefore begin with the formalization of (i).

Let� = 〈�, λ〉 be a type declaration forY andC and letD be anRDTon relation scheme
R ⊆ Y over domains with similarities {〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ Y} which respect �. We keep this
assumption throughout the rest of this subsection. Now, for attributes y1, y2 ∈ R such that
λ(y1) = λ(y2), we define the similarity-based restriction σy1≈y2(D) of D by y1 ≈ y2 which
is an RDT on R defined by

(σy1≈y2(D))(r) = D(r)⊗ r(y1) ≈y1 r(y2), (40)

for all r ∈ Tupl(R).
Remark 4.19:

(a) Obviously, (40) is well defined due to the fact that the domain similarities ≈y1 and
≈y2 are the same because y1 and y2 have the same types and D respects �, cf.
Definition 3.11.

(b) Considering D as a result of query Q, the rank of r in σy1≈y2(D) can be interpreted
as a degree to which “r matches the query Q and in addition the y1-value of r is
similar to the y2-value of r”.

(c) As for the ordinary restriction, σy1≈y′1(σy2≈y′2(D)) = σy2≈y′2(σy1≈y′1(D)) which can
be extended to arbitrary many restrictions. Indeed, due to the associativity and
commutativity of⊗, we may write

σy1≈y′1,...,yn≈y′n(D) = σy1≈y′1( · · · (σyn≈y′n(D)) · · · ). (41)

Directly from (40) and using the associativity of⊗,
(
σy1≈y′1,...,yn≈y′n(D)

)
(r) = D(r)⊗ r(y1)≈y1 r(y

′
1)⊗ · · · ⊗ r(yn)≈yk r(y

′
n). (42)

Since ⊗ is not idempotent in general, duplicate restrictions cannot be eliminated
without altering the query result. That means, σy1≈y2(σy1≈y2(D)) ⊆ σy1≈y2(D) but
the converse inclusion does not hold in general, cf. Remark 4.10(c).

We now turn our attention to restrictions which compare y-values of tuples with a fixed
value d from a domain. If d ∈ Dy , we may introduce a restriction ofD by y ≈ d as follows:

(σy≈d(D))(r) = D(r)⊗ r(y) ≈y d. (43)

Clearly, the rank of each tuple in such σy≈d(D) is well defined and σy≈d(D) generalizes
the ordinary equality-based restriction. Let us see that (43) is a derived operation. First, we
may take y′ ∈ R such that λ(y) = λ(y′) because there are infinitely many attributes having
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the same type as y and R is finite. Then, it is immediate that

σy≈d(D) = πR(σy≈y′(D �� [y′:d])). (44)

Put in words, D is extended by a new attribute whose y′-value is d in all tuples (the result
of D �� [y′:d]), then we perform the similarity-based restriction as in (40), and we project
the result back onto R to get rid of the auxiliary attribute y′. Therefore, (40) is indeed
fundamental while (43) shall be considered derived.

The following assertion shows selected properties of the similarity-based restriction and
its relationship to the other relational operations (in the assertion we abbreviate y1 ≈ y2
by θ if the names of attributes are not further used).
Proposition 4.20: The following conditions are all true provided that both left-hand and
right-hand sides of the conditions exist:

(i) πS(σy≈z(D)) = σy≈z(πS(D)) if D is an RDT on R and R ∩ {y, z} ⊆ S,
(ii) σy≈z(D1 �� D2) = σy≈z(D1) �� D2 if D2 is an RDT on R2 and {y, z} ∩ R2 = ∅,
(iii) σθ (D1 ∪D2) = σθ (D1) ∪ σθ (D2),
(iv) σθ (D1 ∩D2) ⊆ σθ (D1) ∩D2,
(v) σθ (D1 ⊗D2) = σθ (D1)⊗D2,
(vi) D1 �

σθ (D3) D2 = σθ (D1 �
D3 D2).

If L is prelinear or divisible, then

(vii) σθ (D1 ∩D2) = σθ (D1) ∩ σθ (D2),
(viii) D1 ÷σθ (D3) D2 = σθ (D1 ÷D3 D2).

Proof: Properties (i)–(vi) follow directly from the monotony of ∩ and associativity and
commutativity of ⊗ together with the fact that ⊗ is distributive over ∪. In addition, if L
is prelinear or divisible, (vii) and (viii) are consequences of the fact that (a ∧ b) ⊗ c =
(a⊗ c) ∧ (b⊗ c) holds for all a, b, c ∈ L.

Remark 4.21:

(a) Typical use of similarity-based restrictions is to obtain ranked RDTs from non-
ranked ones as we have mentioned. Indeed, if D is a nonranked RDT and d ∈ Dy ,
then under the notation of (43),

(σy≈d(D))(r) =
{
r(y)≈y d, if D(r) = 1,
0, otherwise,

i.e. the rank of r in σy≈d(D) is a degree to which “r fromD matches condition posed
by y ≈ d”, cf. the meaning of equality-based restrictions (26).

(b) As in Remark 4.10, it is tempting to express similarity-based restrictions via natural
joins. For given D, this can be done by materializing the similarity L-relation
involved in the query. Indeed, for σy1≈y2(D), we may consider an RDT Dy1≈y2
on {y1, y2} by putting

Dy1≈y2(r({y1, y2})) =
{
r(y1) ≈y1 r(y2), if D(r) > 0,
0, otherwise,
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for all r ∈ Tupl(R), where r({y1, y2}) denotes the projection of r onto {r1, r2}, see
Section 4.4. Thus, Dy1≈y2 can be seen as an RDT which materializes a “finite part”
of ≈y1 . It is easy to see that σy1≈y2(D) = D �� Dy1≈y2 . Hence, to some extent,
similarities on domains can be represented by ranked data tables and similarity-
based restrictions are expressible as natural equality-based joins of RDTs. Note,
however, that in general, domains are infinite and we can only materialize their
finite subsets (Dy1≈y2 depends on D). Therefore, the domain similarity is not a
redundant notion and it requires a special treatment in our model.

Note that we introduced the similarity-based restrictions as restrictions using a simple
atomic conditions of the form (39) because our intention is to present a minimal relational
algebra in our model. In Section 7.1, we present more general restrictions, where the
similarity-based condition may be given by more complex formulas involving similarity-
based conditions. In addition, in Section 7.3 we show that similarity-based restrictions
can be used to define various types of similarity-based joins. An important aspect is that
all the operations from Section 7 are derivable from the basic relational operations, i.e.
the present similarity-based restriction together with the other relational operations is
powerful enough to express the other types of restrictions and joins.

4.6. Kernel and support

We now introduce a couple of operations which produce nonranked RDTs from general
ones. In this sense, the operations play an opposite role to similarity-based restrictions
and appear if users require yes/no answers. Although we introduced the model to support
imperfect matches, it is desirable to have operations in our algebra that can force only
exact matches whenever it is required by a situation. Utilizing the operations of kernel
and support introduced in this section, one can flexibly combine similarity-based and
equality-based querying within one formal model.

Intuitively, there are two immediate ways to convert an RDT D into a nonranked one.
First, one may want to see only the “full matches in D”, which means that all tuples with
ranks lower than 1 are disregarded. Second, one may want to convert all nonzero ranks in
D to 1s, i.e. to treat all partial matches as full matches.

Formally, for any RDT D on relation scheme R, the kernel (D) and support ∇(D) of
D are RDTs on R defined by

((D))(r) =
{
1, if D(r) = 1,
0, otherwise, (45)

(∇(D))(r) =
{
1, if D(r) > 0,
0, otherwise, (46)

for all r ∈ Tupl(R). IfD is interpreted as a result of queryQ, the kernel(D) ofD is anRDT
which consists only of the full matches of Q whereas ∇(D) is an RDT which consists of all
tuples that matchQ to a nonzero degree, i.e. at least partially. Clearly,(D) ⊆ D ⊆ ∇(D)
for any D.
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Remark 4.22:

(a) The kernel is in fact an interior operator on the set of all RDTs on R because
it is contractive, monotone, and idempotent. In addition, (D) is the greatest
nonranked RDT such that(D) ⊆ D. Dually, the support is a closure operator (it is
extensive, monotone, and idempotent) and ∇(D) is the least nonranked RDT such
that D ⊆ ∇(D). Naturally, there are other ways to express nonranked RDTs from
general ones (e.g. convert all ranks above a ∈ L to 1 and disregard the rest) but
the kernel and support are two borderline cases of all such operations which satisfy
monotony and idempotency – two basic conditions that may be accepted for any
reasonable (and truth-functional) operation of this type.

(b) Besides being useful if one wants to “remove ranks” either for the purpose of
presentation of results with no distraction caused by the ranks (onemay not want to
confront the end users or application client with the explicit ranks) or for the sake
of compatibility with database or application subsystems that are not rank aware,
the kernel and support play an important technical role in the algebra. For instance,
for any RDT D on R and attribute y ∈ R, the result of ∇(π{y}(D)) can be seen as a
nonranked RDT representing the active domain of y in D, i.e. the collection of all
y-values inD, represented by a nonranked table which, by a slight abuse of notation,
can be seen as a finite subset of Dy . The notations (· · ·) and ∇(· · ·) are inspired
by unary connectives on Gödel chains proposed by Baaz (1996).

Proposition 4.23: The following conditions are all true provided that both left-hand and
right-hand sides of the conditions exist:

(i) (D1 ⊗D2) = (D1)⊗(D2), ∇(D1 ⊗D2) ⊆ ∇(D1)⊗∇(D2),
(ii) (D1 ∩D2) = (D1) ∩(D2), ∇(D1 ∩D2) ⊆ ∇(D1) ∩ ∇(D2),
(iii) (D1 ∪D2) ⊇ (D1) ∪(D2), ∇(D1 ∪D2) = ∇(D1) ∪ ∇(D2),
(iv) (D1 �

D3 D2) ⊆ (D1) �
(D3) (D2),

(D1 �
D3 D2) ⊆ ∇(D1) �

(D3) ∇(D2) ⊆ ∇(D1) �
∇(D3) ∇(D2)

(v) (D1 �� D2) = (D1) �� (D2), ∇(D1 �� D2) ⊆ ∇(D1) �� ∇(D2),
(vi) (πR(D)) ⊇ πR((D)), ∇(πR(D)) = πR(∇(D)),
(vii) (D1 ÷D3 D2) ⊆ (D1)÷(D3) (D2),

(D1 ÷D3 D2) ⊆ ∇(D1)÷(D3) ∇(D2) ⊆ ∇(D1)÷∇(D3) ∇(D2)

(viii) (σθ (D)) ⊆ σθ ((D)),(σθ (D)) = (σθ ((D))).
If L is linear, then

(ix) ∇(D1 ∩D2) = ∇(D1) ∩ ∇(D2),(D1 ∪D2) = (D1) ∪(D2),
(x) (πR(D)) = πR((D)).

Proof: All (i)–(x) follow by elementary checking. For instance, in case of (vi), observe
that (πR((D)))(r) ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, if (πR((D)))(r) = 1, there is tuple s such that
((D))(rs) = 1, i.e. D(rs) = 1. As a consequence, (πR(D))(r) = 1 and hence
((πR(D)))(r) = 1. The rest can be shown analogously.

Interestingly, neither ∇(σθ (D)) ⊆ σθ (∇(D)) nor ∇(σθ (D)) ⊇ σθ (∇(D)) holds in
general which can be shown by simple counterexamples considering L as a three-element
Łukasiewicz chain.
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4.7. Renaming Attributes

As in the ordinary model, we introduce renaming of attributes which allows to change
names of attributes without otherwise altering RDTs (i.e. the data or ranks). For an RDT
D on R and an injective map h : R → Y such that λ(y) = λ(h(y)) holds for each
y ∈ R, we define a renaming ρh(D) of D by h as an RDT on h(R) = {h(y) | y ∈ R} by
(ρh(D))(h(r)) = D(r), where h(r) ∈ Tupl(h(R)) such that (h(r))(h(y)) = r(y) for each
attribute y ∈ R. We also adopt a common notation ρh(y1),...,h(yn)←y1,...,yn(D) for ρh(D) if
{y1, . . . , yn} ⊆ R and h(y) = y for each y ∈ R not appearing among y1, . . . , yn.

4.8. Relational algebra expressions and queries

We now introduce queries that correspond to consecutive application of relational oper-
ations to RDTs. In the same spirit as in the Codd model, the queries result by evaluation
of relational algebra expressions. From the logical point of view, relational algebra expres-
sion are terms and the induced queries are (partial) term functions. Relational algebra
expressions are thus syntactic notions and are defined recursively as follows.
Definition 4.24: Let 〈R, �〉 be a database scheme on Y and let � = 〈�, λ〉 be a type
declaration for Y and C. The relational algebra expressions over 〈R, �〉 (shortly, RA-
expressions) are defined as follows:

(i) If r ∈ R, then r is RA-expression on �(r);
(ii) if a ∈ L, then a∅ is RA-expression on ∅;
(iii) if d ∈ C, y ∈ Y , and λ(d) = λ(y), then [y:d] is RA-expression on {y};
(iv) ifE1 andE2 areRA-expressions onR, then (E1∩E2) and (E1∪E2) areRA-expressions

on R,
(v) if E1, E2, and E3 are RA-expressions on R, then (E1 �

E3 E2) is RA-expression on R;
(vi) if E1 is RA-expression on R1 and E2 is RA-expression on R2 then (E1 �� E2) is

RA-expression on R1 ∪ R2;
(vii) if E is RA-expression on T and R ⊆ T , then πR(E) is RA-expression on R;
(viii) if E1 is RA-expression on R, E2 is RA-expression on S ⊆ R, and E3 is RA-expression

on T = R \ S, then (E1 ÷E3 E2) is RA-expression on T ;
(ix) if E is RA-expression on R, y ∈ R, and z ∈ R ∪ C such that λ(y) = λ(z), then

σy≈z(E) is RA-expression on R;
(x) if E is RA-expression on R, then(E) and ∇(E) are RA-expressions on R;
(xi) if E is RA-expression on R, and h : R → Y is an injective map such that for each

y ∈ R we have λ(y) = λ(h(y)), then ρh(E) is RA-expression on h(R).

All RA-expressions result by application of (i)–(xi). In addition, if E is RA-expression on
R, we call R the relation scheme of E and denote it by sch (E).
Remark 4.25:

(a) RA-expressions can be seen as terms written in a predicate language which is given
by (i) database scheme 〈R, �〉; (ii) set of object constants C; (iii) type declaration
�; and (iv) the set L or degrees. Note that the first three items of Definition
4.24 define atomic RA-expressions: relation symbols, expressions corresponding
to degrees from L (note here that we distinguish a degree a ∈ L and its syntactic
representation a, i.e. the constant for degree a, cf. Hájek (1998)), and singleton
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RDTs. The remaining items of Definition 4.24 define compound RA-expressions
from simple ones. Also note that object constants fromCmay appear in two types of
RA-expressions: [y:d] (singleton expressions) andσy≈d(E) (restriction expressions).

(b) We omit parentheses in RA-expressions to simplify notation unless the omission
introduces ambiguity. For instance, instead of ((r) �� σy≈c((s ∪ t))) we write
(r) �� σy≈c(s ∪ t), etc.

By definition, each RA-expression E has its relation scheme sch (E) but does not have
a value on its own right (it is a syntactic notion). In order to evaluate RA-expressions, we
supply a database instance and define results of RA-expressions in the database instance.
If defined, the result of E in a database instance is an RDT on the relation scheme sch (E).
Definition 4.26: LetD = 〈UD ,RD ,CD〉be an instance of database scheme 〈R, �〉which
respects a type declaration � = 〈�, λ〉 for Y and C. Then, for each RA-expression E over
〈R, �〉, we define an RDT ED , called the result of E in D as follows:

(i) If E is r ∈ R, then ED = rD ;
(ii) if E is a∅, then ED = a∅;
(iii) if E is [y:d], then ED is [y:dD];
(iv) if E is E1 ∩ E2, then ED = ED

1 ∩ ED
2 ; if E is E1 ∪ E2, then ED = ED

1 ∪ ED
2 ;

(v) if E is E1 �
E3 E2, then ED = ED

1 �
ED
3 ED

2 ;
(vi) if E is E1 �� E2, then ED = ED

1 �� ED
2 ;

(vii) if E is πR(F), then ED = πR(FD);
(viii) if E is E1 ÷E3 E2, then ED = ED

1 ÷ED
3 ED

2 ;
(ix) if E is σy≈z(F) and z ∈ Y , then ED = σy≈z(FD);

if E is σy≈d(F) and d ∈ C, then ED = σy≈dD (FD);
(x) if E is(F), then ED = (FD); if E is ∇(F), then ED = ∇(FD);
(xi) if E is ρh(F), then ED = ρh(FD).

Restricting to database instances respecting type declarations allows us to have all results
of queries defined. For general database instances, results of queries involving singleton
expressions, restriction expressions, and renaming expressions may not be well defined
due to type incompatibility. As in the Codd model, the relational queries are expressed by
arbitrarily complex RA-expressions whose evaluation in database instance according to
the rules in Definition 4.26 yields query results.
Remark 4.27: Let us note that using [y:d], a∅, union and join expressions, we are capable
of expressing an arbitrary RDT whose values (in database instances) are given by values of
object contants. Indeed, for a relation scheme R = {y1, . . . , yn}, an RDT with a single tuple
with rank 1 can be expressed as ��ni=1 [yi:di]. In addition to that, by a∅ ��

(��ni=1 [yi:di]),
we express an RDT with the same tuple and rank equal to a instead of 1. Then, by taking
a union of finitely many of such expressions, we express an RDT with all values given by
values of object constants. Hence, arbitrarily large “constant RDTs” can be expressed by
our relational algebra expressions.

Although this paper is focused primarily on query systems, it is worth mentioning that
RA-expressions can be used as general similarity-based integrity constraints. Recall that in
the ordinary relational model, a general integrity constraint is usually defined as an atomic
formula of the form E ⊆ F, where both E and F are RA-expressions in the ordinary sense.
The constraint is satisfied by an ordinary database instance if the value of E in the database
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instance is a subset of the value of F in the database instance. The usual and widely used
constraints including keys, functional dependencies, and referential integrity constraints
can be expressed this way. In our setting, it is natural to consider integrity constraints
based on subsethood degrees (33) which can be satisfied to general degrees not just 0
(not satisfied) and 1 (satisfied). For instance, we may introduce the constraints as atomic
inequalities of the from

S(E, F) ≥ a, (47)

withE andF beingRA-expressions such that sch (E) = sch (F) and a ∈ L. Given a database
instance D, we may call (47) valid in D if S(ED , FD) ≥ a, i.e. if the degree to which ED

is included in FD exceeds the threshold a ∈ L, see (33). Another approach is to consider
constraints as formulas

S(E, F), (48)

and define a degree of validity of (48) in D by S(ED , FD). Clearly, both (47) and (48)
represent a new and nontrivial type of data dependency that cannot be captured in the
classical model since it relies on ranks taken from complete residuated lattices, relational
operations in the generalized model, and the concept of general subsethood degrees which
is based on residuated implication.

5. Domain relational calculus

We now introduce a query system which is in many aspects close to the ordinary domain
relational calculus of Lacroix and Pirotte (1977) with range declarations (DRC-RD). Our
calculus differs from the ordinary DRC-RD in that its underlying structure of degrees
is a complete residuated lattice instead of the two-element Boolean algebra. Technically,
formulas of our calculus will be introduced as first-order formulas of predicate fuzzy logic
based on complete residuated lattices. The formulas, when evaluated in database instances,
are allowed to have general degrees of satisfaction, not just 1 and 0, and the general degrees
of satisfaction define ranks in query results (i.e. in RDTs). Despite this principal difference,
the symbolic level of both the calculi is the same: Users acquainted with the ordinary
DRC-RD (and/or predicate logic) may read formulas appearing in our calculus the same
way as ordinary formulas (e.g. an existentially quantified formula (∃x)ϕ means “there is x
such that ϕ” as in the ordinary predicate logic even though its real meaning takes general,
intermediate truth degrees into account, in addition to 0 and 1).

This feature is a strong point of our model. It enables us to generalize notions from the
classicalmodel to ourmodel viaDRC-RD.Namely, if one expresses an ordinary notion (e.g.
a derived operation with relations) via an ordinary DRC-RD formula, by considering the
same formula in our calculus (and evaluating the formula in a database instance in sense of
Definition 3.11), one introduces a generalization of the ordinary notion to similarity-based
databases. Thus, besides having a declarative query system the calculus we present here
is important from methodological point of view since it offers a sound and conceptually
clear way to fully exploit and possibly extend the similarity-based model.

Before we delve into technical details, let us note that formulas we introduce in this
section are considered with respect to a predicate language given by (i) a database scheme
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〈R, �〉; (ii) a set of object constants C; and (iii) constants for truth degrees (for each a ∈
L we consider a corresponding constant denoted a). The language further consists of
object variables, symbols for logical connectives (binary connectives: conjunctions o and
c, disjunction d, implication i; unary connective: hedge �), quantifiers (existential ∃,
universal ∀), and auxiliary symbols (parentheses). All the utilized notions are explained in
the following subsections.

5.1. Variables, range declarations, and types

We assume that there is a denumerable set X of object variables (shortly, variables), which
are denoted x, x′, x1, x2, . . . As in the predicate logic, the variables denote elements from
domains in database instances. Unlike object constants from C which are assigned their
values by database instances (i.e. in D, each c ∈ C has a fixed value cD), object variables
are assigned values independently on database instances and are allowed to vary in their
domains. In order to make sure that results of queries in our calculus are proper RDTs
(namely, that they are finite), values of a variable can only vary within a predefined range.
We ensure this by introducing range declarations:
Definition 5.1: A range component (over 〈R, �〉 and C) is (i) any object constant from
C and (ii) any expression r(y), where r ∈ R, and y ∈ �(r). A range declaration (over
〈R, �〉 and C) is any finite set R of range components. A range declaration R is compatible
with type declaration � = 〈�, λ〉 if all attributes and constants appearing in R have the
same type τ ∈ � which is called the type of R and denoted λ(R). The set of all range
declarations over 〈R, �〉 and C compatible with � is denoted by Rd(R, �,C,�). Any map
rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�) is called a range declaration for variables from X. The value rd(x)
is called a range declaration for x.

As a consequence of Definition 5.1, each map rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�) can be seen as
introducing types of variables. Indeed, the type of x under rd can be defined as the type of
rd(x). We further introduce values of range declarations as follows.
Definition 5.2: Let D = 〈UD ,RD ,CD〉 be an instance of database scheme 〈R, �〉 and
let R ∈ Rd(R, �,C,�) be a range declaration. The set

RD = {cD | c ∈ R} ∪ {
d ∈ Dy | r(y) ∈ R and

(
π{y}(rD)

)
({〈y, d〉}) > 0

}
(49)

is called the value of R in database instance D.
Since RD are always finite, the value of a range declaration in a database instance can

be expressed by a nonranked RDTs with a single attribute. In fact, for each R, one can find
an RA-expression whose value in the database instance is exactly such a nonranked RDT
as it is shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3: Let R be a range declaration which is compatible with type declaration
� = 〈�, λ〉. Then, for each attribute y such that λ(y) = λ(R) there is an RA-expression ER,y
on {y} such that for each r ∈ Tupl({y}), we have

(
ED
R,y

)
(r) =

{
1, if r(y) ∈ RD ,
0, otherwise,

with D being arbitrary database instance.
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Proof: The expression ER,y can be expressed by means of using finitely many unions,
singleton expressions, supports, projections, and renaming as follows:

ER,y =
⋃

c∈R[y:c] ∪
⋃

r(z)∈R ρy←z(π{z}(∇(r))).

Inspecting (49), one can easily see that ED
R,y is always nonranked and the tuples with rank

1 are in a one-to-one correspondence with the values from RD .

5.2. Formulas and type safety

We are now ready to define formulas of the domain relational calculus with range declara-
tions in our model. We define three types of atomic formulas and more complex formulas
built from simpler ones using logical connectives and quantifiers.
Definition 5.4: Let 〈R, �〉 be a database scheme on Y , let � be a type declaration for Y
and C, and let X be a set of object variables. Formulas of the domain relational calculus
with range declarations (shortly, DRC-RD formulas or formulas) over 〈R, �〉, C, and L are
defined as follows:

(i) If r ∈ R is a relation symbol such that �(r) = {y1, . . . , yn} and x1, . . . , xn ∈ X are
arbitrary variables, then r(y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn) is formula;

(ii) if a ∈ L, then a is formula;
(iii) if x ∈ X and z ∈ X ∪ C, then x ≈ z is formula;
(iv) if ϕ and ψ are formulas then (ϕ o ψ), (ϕ c ψ), (ϕ d ψ), (ϕ i ψ) are formulas;
(v) if ϕ is formula, then�ϕ is formula;
(vi) if ϕ is formula, x ∈ X, and R ∈ Rd(R, �,C,�), then (∀x∈R)ϕ and (∃x∈R)ϕ are

formulas andϕ is called the scope of the quantifiers (∀x∈R) and (∃x∈R), respectively.
All formulas result by application of (i)–(vi).
Remark 5.5:

(a) As in the ordinary DRC, the order in which variables appear in atomic formulas
r(· · ·) is not essential since they are labeled by attributes from the relation scheme of
r. Thus, r(y1:x1, y2:x2) is equivalent to r(y2:x2, y1:x1) which corresponds with the
unorderednature of attributes in relation schemes andRDTs.We also keep the usual
rules on omission of outermost parentheses in formulas. In quantified formulas, in
addition to the variable bound by the quantifier, we specify its range declaration.
The symbol “∈” appearing in (∀x∈R) and (∃x∈R) is used only to separate variables
from their ranges (we do not interpret it as “set membership”). Further derivable
logical connectives can be introduced as abbreviations. For instance,nϕ (a negation)
stands for ϕ i 0; ϕ e ψ (a logical biconditional) stands for (ϕ i ψ) c (ψ i ϕ).

(b) As we have outlined in the introduction to Section 5, formulas can be read the
usual way. For instance, r(y1:x, y2:z) o s(y1:x, y2:z) reads “the value of y1 denoted
by x and the value of y2 denoted by z are related according to r and the value
of y1 denoted by x and the value of y2 denoted by z are related according to s”.
Analogously, (∃x∈R)r(y1:x, y2:z) can be read as “there is a value of y1 denoted by
x (which ranges over R) which is according to r related to the value of y2 denoted
by z”, cf. Section 4.4 and the existential meaning of projections. Constants for
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truth degrees (atomic formulas of the form a) allow us to express formulas like
a i r(y1:x, y2:z) which may be read “the value of y1 denoted by x is according to
r related to the value of y2 denoted by z at least to degree a”, cf. Section 4.2 and the
meaning of residuated a-shifts. The hedge � is a unary connective which does not
have a nontrivial counterpart in the classic logic and serves as a connective “fully
true” (�ϕ can be read “ϕ is fully true”).

We use the usual notion of a subformula. We also adopt the notions of free and
bound occurrences of variables in formulas depending on whether they lie within a
scope of a quantifier. Now we can explain the role of range declarations given by rd :
X → Rd(R, �,C,�) and the range declarations that appear in quantified formulas. Each
occurrence of a variable in a formula from Definition 5.4 is supposed to have its range
declaration. Range declarations of free occurrences of variables are given by the map rd
whereas range declarations of bound variables are specified in quantifiers (∀x∈R) and
(∃x∈R) and are assumed to be valid through the whole scope of the quantifiers.

In relational queries, we are going to use formulas that together with range declarations
for (free) variables make sense from the point of view of the type system. These formulas
shall be called type safe:
Definition 5.6: Formula ϕ is called safe with respect to rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�) if the
following conditions hold for any variable x that occurs in ϕ:

(i) If the occurrence of x in a subformula ψ of ϕ is free in ϕ and if
(a) ψ is r(y:x, . . . ), then λ(y) = λ(rd(x)); or if
(b) ψ is x ≈ c, then λ(c) = λ(rd(x)); or if
(c) ψ is x ≈ y and this occurrence of y is free in ϕ, then λ(rd(x)) = λ(rd(y)).

(ii) For any subformula (Qx∈R)ψ of ϕ with Q being ∀ or ∃, the formula ψ is safe with
respect to rd′ : X → Rd(R, �,C,�), where rd′(y) = rd(y) for each y = x, and
rd′(x) = R.

Safe formulas of the domain relational calculus with range declarations serve as descrip-
tions of relational queries introduced in the next section.

5.3. Semantics of formulas, queries, and query results

We now turn our attention to interpretation of formulas in database instances which
defines queries in our domain relational calculus. First, we need a valuation which assigns
values to variables so that we can interpret free variables in formulas.
Definition 5.7: Let D = 〈UD ,RD ,CD〉 be a database instance of 〈R, �〉 where UD =
{〈Dy ,≈y〉 | y ∈ Y} and let rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�) be a range declaration for variables. A
map v : X →⋃

y∈Y Dy such that v(x) ∈ rd(x)D is called a D-valuation (of variables from
X with respect to rd) and v(x) is called the value of x under v. For twoD-valuationsw and
v, we write w =x v whenever w(x′) = v(x′) for each x′ ∈ X different from x.

According to Definition 5.7, w =x v means that w and v differ at most in the value
which is assigned to the variable x. Now, we can introduce degrees to which formulas are
true in database instances under D-valuations considering range declaration for variables
rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�).
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Definition 5.8: LetD = 〈UD ,RD ,CD〉 be an instance of database scheme 〈R, �〉which
respects a type declaration � = 〈�, λ〉 for Y and C, let v be a D-valuation with respect to
rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�), and let ϕ be a formula which is safe with respect to rd. Then, we
define a degree ||ϕ||rdD,v ∈ L, called the degree to which ϕ is true in D under v and rd as
follows:

(i) If ϕ is r(y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn), then ||ϕ||rdD,v = rD(t), where t is a tuple on �(r) such
that t(yi) = v(xi) for all i = 1, . . . , n;

(ii) if ϕ is a, then ||ϕ||rdD,v = a;
(iii) if ϕ is x ≈ y, then ||ϕ||rdD,v = v(x) ≈y v(y) where λ(y) = λ(rd(x));

if ϕ is x ≈ c, then ||ϕ||rdD,v = v(x) ≈y cD where λ(y) = λ(rd(x));
(iv) if ϕ is ψ o χ , then ||ϕ||rdD,v = ||ψ ||rdD,v ⊗ ||χ ||rdD,v ;

if ϕ is ψ c χ , then ||ϕ||rdD,v = ||ψ ||rdD,v ∧ ||χ ||rdD,v ;
if ϕ is ψ d χ , then ||ϕ||rdD,v = ||ψ ||rdD,v ∨ ||χ ||rdD,v ;
if ϕ is ψ i χ , then ||ϕ||rdD,v = ||ψ ||rdD,v → ||χ ||rdD,v ;

(v) if ϕ is�ψ , then ||ϕ||rdD,v =
{
1, if ||ψ ||rdD,v = 1,
0, otherwise;

(vi) if ϕ is (∀x∈R)ψ then ||ϕ||rdD,v =
∧{||ψ ||rd′D,w |w =x v and w(x) ∈ RD};

if ϕ is (∃x∈R)ψ then ||ϕ||rdD,v =
∨{||ψ ||rd′D,w |w =x v and w(x) ∈ RD};

where in both cases rd′ : X → Rd(R, �,C,�) is a range declaration for variables
such that rd′(y) = rd(y) for each y = x, and rd′(x) = R.

Remark 5.9:

(a) The notion ||· · ·||rdD,v of a degree to which a formula is true in D under v and rd
is naturally graded. That is, ||· · ·||rdD,v is a degree from L, not necessarily 0 (falsity)
or 1 (full truth). For instance, if ||ϕ||rdD,v = 0.95, we might say that ϕ is “almost
true” in D under v and rd. From the point of view of similarity-based databases,
the degree can be viewed as a rank to which a tuple of values matches a query posed
by ϕ. Further in this section, we formalize queries following this interpretation.

(b) Interpretation of atomic formulas of the form r(y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn) is fully analogous
to the interpretation in the ordinary DRC except for rD (the interpretation of
r in D) is an RDT with general ranks. From Definition 5.8 (ii) we can see that
constants for truth degrees are interpreted by the corresponding degrees. Degrees
to which formulas of the form x ≈ z are true in D are determined from domain
similarities ≈y of attributes of the same type as λ(rd(x)) (which is the same as
λ(rd(y)) because ϕ is considered safe). Analogous situation applies to x ≈ c. In
(iv), the truth degree of compound formulas is defined based on truth degrees of
simpler formulas using operations of residuated lattices⊗,∧,∨,→ interpreting the
corresponding logical connectiveso,c,d,i. As in classical logic, this corresponds
to the truth-functionality principle, except that truth functions from a general
complete residuated lattice L are used in place of the usual Boolean truth functions.
Formulas �ϕ are interpreted according to the intended meaning of � as a unary
connective “fully true”. Since only 1 denotes the full truth, ||�ϕ||rdD,v = 1 iff
||ϕ||rdD,v = 1 and ||�ϕ||rdD,v is zero otherwise. Note that � has been extensively
studied in multiple-value logics (fuzzy logics in the narrow sense) by Baaz (1996)
and Hájek (1998) and in linearly ordered structures it is know under the name
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Baaz’s Delta. In nonlinear structures, a function with this interpretation has been
studied in context of intuitionistic set theory by Takeuti and Titani (1987) and is
known as globalization. Finally, (vi) defines interpretation of quantified formulas by
general infima and suprema of degrees ||ψ ||rd′D,v (ψ is the scope of a quantifier and
rd′ is a range declaration which redefines range for the bound variable forψ). As in
case of connectives, the technical difference in our interpretation of quantifiers and
the classic one is using

∧
and

∨
for general L instead of the two-element Boolean

algebra (recall that for general L, quantifiers are not mutually definable as in case of
the classical predicate logic).

An importantmethodological remark is in order. There is a clear connectionof ||· · ·||rdD,v
fromDefinition 5.8 and the notion of the truth of formulas in first-order fuzzy structures as
they appear in fuzzy logics in the narrow sense, cf. Belohlavek (2002), Gottwald 2008 and
Hájek 1998. Indeed, up to a difference in formalization which is namely due to a specific
nature of database systems (e.g. no explicit order of attributes, range declarations, type
safety),D is a first-order fuzzy structure. This close connection to fuzzy logics is beneficial
since it automatically gives us notions like semantic entailment and provability. Since our
formulas are intended to represent queries in our model, we can explore, e.g. entailment of
queries using well-established and explored notions from fuzzy logics. Another important
point is that the relationship of our model and the first-order predicate fuzzy logic is the
same as the relationship of the Codd’s model of data and the classical first-order predicate
logic.
Definition 5.10: Let D be an instance of 〈R, �〉 which respects type declaration � =
〈�, λ〉 for Y and C and let ϕ be a formula which is safe with respect to range declaration
rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�) for variables from X. A target component (based on rd) is any
expression y:x such that y ∈ Y , x ∈ X, and λ(y) = λ(rd(x)). A target set (based on rd)

T = {y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn} (50)

is any finite set of target components where all y1, . . . , yn and all x1, . . . , xn are pairwise dis-
tinct. For (50) and ϕ, we define an RDT T ϕrd,D on the relation scheme R = {y1, . . . , yn},
called the result of query T ϕ in D under rd as follows:

(
T ϕrd,D

)
(r) =

{ ∨{||ϕ||rdD,v | for each i : v(xi) = r(yi)}, if r ∈∏
yi∈R rd(xi)

D ,
0, otherwise.

(51)

Moreover, if v(xi) = r(yi) for each i, we say that v is induced by r.
According to Definition 5.10,

({y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn}ϕrd,D)
(r) is a rank assigned so that

one goes over all D-valuations which assign to variables xi appearing in the target set the
corresponding yi-values from the tuple r and the supremum of ||ϕ||rdD,v going over all such
valuations is the resulting rank. In words, (51) is a degree to which “the variables from
the target set can be assigned values so that ϕ is true in D”. Naturally, if ϕ together with
{y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn} and rd prescribe the query, then {y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn}ϕrd,D is the result for
database instance D. The following proposition shows conditions related to queries that
can be simplified:
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Proposition 5.11: The following are true for each formula ϕ which is safe with respect to
rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�):

(i) If for each x which is free in ϕ we have v(x) = w(x), then ||ϕ||rdD,v = ||ϕ||rdD,w ;
(ii) If for each x which is free in ϕ we have rd(x) = rd′(x), then for any v which is a

D-valuation with respect to both rd and rd′, we have ||ϕ||rdD,v = ||ϕ||rd
′

D,v ;
(iii) For each target setT , there is a safe formulaψ so that the variables inT are exactly

the free variables in ψ and for each D, we have T ϕrd,D = T ψ rd,D and
(
T ψ rd,D)

(r) = ||ϕ||rdD,v (52)

for all D-valuations v induced by r.

Proof: The proofs of (i) and (ii) go by structural induction on the complexity of ϕ and are
routine to check (the proofs are omitted). In order to prove (iii), consider T and denote
by x1, . . . , xm variables which are free in ϕ but do not occur inT and denote by z1, . . . , zn
variables from T which are not free in ϕ. Let ψ be

(∃x1∈rd(x1)) · · · (∃xm∈rd(xm))ϕ o (z1 ≈ z1 o (z2 ≈ z2 o · · · ))

Clearly, free variables in ψ are exactly the variables from T . Now, T ϕrd,D = T ψ rd,D is
a consequence of the facts that ||zi ≈ zi||rdD,v = 1 and 1 is a neutral element with respect
to⊗ and applying the following general observationm times:

||(∃x∈rd(x))χ ||rdD,v =
∨{||χ ||rdD,w |w =x v and w(x) ∈ rd(x)D}

and substituting inside (51). Now, (52) follows directly from (i) and (51) because ||ψ ||rdD,v
depends only on values assigned to free variables in ψ .

The previous proposition enables us to simplify the notation of queries. Instead of
specifying the target set, the formula, and the range declaration for variables, applying
Proposition 5.11 (ii) and (iii), we may specify each query by

{y1:x1∈R1, . . . , yn:xn∈Rn}ϕ, (53)

meaning that we consider {y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn}ϕ under a range declaration of variables rd :
X → Rd(R, �,C,�) such that rd(xi) = Ri for all i = 1, . . . , n and all free variables in
ϕ are exactly x1, . . . , xn. We conclude this section by observations on the relationship to
the ordinary domain relational calculus with range declarations, highlighting the facts that
ordinary DRC-RD queries can be seen as particular queries in our model when the ranks
and similarities are degenerate.
Theorem 5.12: If L is a two-element Boolean algebra then each T ϕD can be obtained as
a result of a query in the ordinary DRC-RD calculus provided that all similarity relations in
D are identities.

If L is arbitrary complete residuated lattice, all rD in D are nonranked, all similarities
in D are identities, and the only constants of truth degrees appearing in ϕ are 0 or 1, then
T ϕD is nonranked and a corresponding ordinary relation can be obtained as a result of a
query in the ordinary DRC-RD calculus.
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Proof: The first claim is a consequence of the fact that if L = {0, 1}, truth functions in L
become the truth functions of ordinary conjunction, disjunction, and implication. Thus,
one can take ψ which results from ϕ by omitting all �’s and replacing the constants 0
and 1 for truth degrees by any formulas of the form n(ϑ i ϑ) and ϑ i ϑ , respectively.
The rest is obvious. The second claim can be justified by similar arguments. In this case,
L is arbitrary, but all operations of complete residuated lattices restricted to {0, 1} behave
as the ordinary truth functions and no RDT with ranks other than 0 and 1 can result, cf.
Definition 5.8 (i)–(iii).

6. Relational completeness

The domain relational calculus we introduced in the previous sections shall be viewed as
the primary query system in ourmodel because it is directly derived from the interpretation
of first-order formulas according to common rules of predicate logics based on residuated
structures of degrees – each query is given by a formula, a target set, and a range declaration
for free variables, and the query evaluation in a database instance yielding the query
result (an RDT) is defined in the usual truth-functional fashion. This section contains two
theorems which together show that the DRC-RD in our model is equivalent to RA, i.e.
the relational operations we introduced have the same expressive power in terms of query
results as the primary query system.
Theorem 6.1: Let ϕ be a safe formula with respect to rd : X → Rd(R, �,C,�) and let
T be a target set based on rd. Then, there is an RA-expression Eϕ over 〈R, �〉 such that
T ϕrd,D = ED

ϕ for any instance D of 〈R, �〉 which respects �.

Proof: By Proposition 5.11, assume that all variables that appear in T are exactly the
variables which appear freely in ϕ. In order to prove Theorem 6.1, we first show by
structural induction that for each subformula ψ of ϕ there are

(a) a target set Tψ = {x1:x1, . . . , xn:xn} where the names of attributes xi are given by
the corresponding variables xi, {x1, . . . , xn} is the set of free variables in ψ , and for
each i = 1, . . . , n: if xi is free in ϕ, then λ(xi) = λ(y) for y:xi ∈ T ;

(b) a range declaration rdψ : X → Rd(R, �,C,�) for variables;
(c) an RA-expression Fψ

such that Tψψ
rdψ ,D = FD

ψ for any database instance D of 〈R, �〉 which respects �. That
is, the result of the DRC-RD query given by Tψ , ψ , and rdψ in D is equal to the value
of Fψ in D. For the particular case of ϕ (which is trivially a subformula of itself) we then
get that Tϕϕ

rdϕ ,D = FD
ϕ . Hence, the desired Eϕ can be obtained as ρh(Fϕ), where for all

i = 1, . . . , n, h(xi) = y whenever y:xi ∈ T . The renaming is correct, due to (a), thus
T ϕrd,D = ρh(Fϕ)D = ED

ϕ .
Let us note that each variable x which is free in ψ (a subformula of ϕ) is either free in

ϕ or bound in ϕ by a quantifier (Qx∈R) and lies within its scope. Thus, for ψ and its free
variable x, we may introduce

Rx =
{
rd(x), if x is free in ϕ,
R, if x is bound in ϕ by (Qx∈R). (54)
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Consequently, for each y ∈ Y of the same type as Rx, we may denote the corresponding
RA-expression ERx,y from Proposition 5.3 simply by Ex,y . In the rest of the proof, we
assume that rdψ required in (b) is given by ranges (54), i.e. rdψ(x) = Rx for each xwhich is
free inψ (ranges for other variables can be arbitrary, cf. Proposition 5.11). Moreover, each
attribute x from Tψ which corresponds to free variable x appearing in ψ is considered as
a fresh attribute (unused so far) so that it has the same type as Rx (this can be done since Y
contains infinitely many attributes for each type).

Thus, it suffices to show (c), i.e. the existence of RA-expressions Fψ satisfying the
required condition. We proceed by cases based on the form of the subformula ψ .
Case (i) Assume that ψ is r(y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn). Then, we may put

Fψ = ρx1,...,xn←y1,...,yn(r) �� Ex1,x1 �� · · · �� Exn,xn . (55)

Observe that FD
ψ is an RDT on the relation scheme R = {x1, . . . , xn}. Take any tuple r

on R and any D-valuation v such that r ∈ ∏
yi∈R rdψ(xi)

D . Then, according to (52) and
Definition 5.8, we get

(
Tψψ

rdψ ,D)
(r) = ||r(y1:x1, . . . , yn:xn)||rdψD,v = FD

ψ (r)

because (Ex1,x1 �� · · · �� Exn,xn)
D(r) = 1, hence Tψψ

rdψ ,D ⊆ FD
ψ . The converse

inclusion can be shown analogously: For any tuple r such that FD
ψ (r) > 0, we must

have (Ex1,x1 �� · · · �� Exn,xn)
D(r) = 1, i.e. any v such that v(xi) = r(xi) is a D-valuation

for which ||ψ ||rdψD,v = FD
ψ (r), showing F

D
ψ ⊆ Tψψ

rdψ ,D .
Case (ii) Assume that ψ is a. Then, we put

Fψ = a∅. (56)

Notice that Tψ = ∅, i.e. the only tuple under our consideration is ∅ (the empty tuple).
Hence, we clearly have

(
Tψψ

rdψ ,D)
(∅) = a = a∅(∅) = FD

ψ (∅).
Case (iii) Here we distinguish two subcases. First, let ψ be x1 ≈ x2 and put

Fψ = σx1≈x2(Ex1,x1 �� Ex2,x2). (57)

Obviously, ||x1 ≈ x2||rdψD,v = a > 0 iff v(x1) ∈ rdψ(x1)D , v(x2) ∈ rdψ(x2)D , and
v(x1) ≈y v(x2) =y a > 0 for an attribute y of the type λ(rd(x1)) = λ(rd(x2)). The
latter is true iff (Ex1,x1 �� Ex2,x2)(r) = 1 for tuple r on {x1, x2} such that r(x1) = v(x1),
r(x2) = v(x2), and (σx1≈x2(Ex1,x1 �� Ex2,x2))(r) = a > 0, showing that ||ψ ||rdψD,v = a > 0
iff FD

ψ (r) = a > 0.
Second, if ψ is x ≈ c for c ∈ C, we proceed analogously using

Fψ = σx≈c(Ex,x). (58)

This concludes the proof for ψ being atomic. Now, we distinguish the following cases
assuming that the claim holds for all subformulas.
Case (iv) We distinguish two subcases. First, assume that ψ is (χ � ϑ), where � is any
of o, c, d and let Xχ = {x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yp} and Xϑ = {x1, . . . , xn, z1, . . . , zq} be the
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sets of variables which appear freely in χ and ϑ , respectively, i.e. x1, . . . , xn are all free
variables common to both χ and ϑ (with the possibility of n = 0, p = 0, and q = 0). By
induction hypothesis, we assume that there are RA-expressions Fχ and Fϑ corresponding
to χ and ϑ and satisfying assumptions (a)–(c). Clearly, the set of all free variables in χ �ϑ
is exactly Xχ ∪ Xϑ . Moreover, we let rdψ(xi) = rdχ (xi) (which is also equal to rdϑ(xi))
for each i = 1, . . . , n; rdψ(yj) = rdχ (yj) for each j = 1, . . . , p; and rdψ(zk) = rdϑ(zk) for
each k = 1, . . . , q. For � being any ofo, c, d, we put

Fψ =
(
Fχ �� Ez1,z1 �� · · · �� Ezq ,zq

)� (
Fϑ �� Ey1,y1 �� · · · �� Eyp,yp

)
, (59)

where� is the corresponding operation with RDTs, i.e.⊗, ∩, and ∪, see (12)–(14). Now,
the claim follows by observing that FD

ψ (r) > 0 iff r consists of values from the ranges
of the corresponding variables (taking into account the joins in (59) and the induction
hypothesis), and FD

ψ (r) = FD
χ (r)� FD

ϑ (r) (� is the corresponding operation of L, i.e.⊗,
∧, or ∨) which is using the induction hypothesis equal to ||χ � ϑ ||rdψD,v for a D-valuation
v induced by r.

Second, assume that ψ is (χ i ϑ) and, under the same notation as in the first subcase
of (iv), put

Fψ =
(
Fχ �� Ez1,z1 �� · · · �� Ezq ,zq

)
�

G (
Fϑ �� Ey1,y1 �� · · · �� Eyp,yp

)
, (60)

where G = Ex1,x1 �� · · · �� Exn,xn �� Ey1,y1 �� · · · �� Eyp,yp �� Ez1,z1 �� · · · �� Ezq,zq .
Again, FD

ψ (r) > 0 iff r consists of values from the ranges of the corresponding variables
(this is now ensured by G) and

FD
ψ (r) = FD

χ (r) �
GD(r) FD

ϑ (r).

Since GD is nonranked, the latter yields

FD
ψ (r) = FD

χ (r)→ FD
ϑ (r) = ||χ i ϑ ||rdψD,v ,

for v induced by r and r consisting of values from ranges of the corresponding variables,
proving the case ofi.
Case (v) Assume that ψ is�χ . Then, we put

Fψ = (Fχ) (61)

and the claim clearly holds (observe that both ψ and χ have the same free variables), cf.
(45) and Definition 5.8.
Case (vi) Weproceed for the existential anduniversal quantifiers separately. First, assume
that ψ is (∃x∈R)χ and {x, x1, . . . , xn} is the set of all variables free in the scope χ (this is
without loss of generality – if xwere not free in χ , one can consider χ o x ≈ x as the scope
of the quantifier instead of χ). Now, we put

Fψ = π{x1,...,xn}(Fχ �� Ex,x). (62)
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By induction hypothesis, (a)–(c) are satisfied for χ and thus we may let rdψ(xi) = rdχ (xi)
for each i = 1, . . . , n (the value rdψ(x) can be arbitrary since x is not free in ψ).
Furthermore, we can see that (Fχ �� Ex,x)(r) = a > 0 iff r consists of values from
the ranges of the corresponding variables (in particular, the x-value of r comes from RD ,
i.e. from the range defined by the quantifier) and FD

χ (r) = a > 0. Using the induction
hypothesis and taking rdψ the same as rdχ ,

FD
ψ (r) =

∨
s∈Tupl({x}) (Fχ �� Ex,x)

D(rs) =∨
s∈Tupl({x})

(
FD
χ (rs)⊗ ED

x,x(s)
)

=∨
s(x)∈RD FD

χ (rs) =
∨

d∈RD ||χ ||rdχD,vd = ||(∃x∈R)χ ||
rdψ
D,v ,

where v is induced by r and each vd results from v and d ∈ RD by putting vd(x) = d and
vd(y) = v(y) for all y = x.

Second, under the same assumptions as for the existential quantifier, assume that ψ is
(∀x∈R)χ and put

Fψ = Fχ ÷G Ex,x , where G = Ex1,x1 �� · · · �� Exn,xn . (63)

Applying Theorem 4.18 (i), FD
ψ ⊆ GD . Since GD is nonranked, we therefore have

GD(r) = 1 iff tuple r consists of values from the ranges of the corresponding variables
(and = 0 otherwise). Furthermore, GD(r) = 1 together with the induction hypothesis
yield

FD
ψ (r) =

∧
s∈Tupl({x})

(
ED

x,x(s) �
GD(r) FD

χ (rs)
) =∧

s∈Tupl({x})
(
ED

x,x(s)→ FD
χ (rs)

)
=∧

s(x)∈RD
(
1→ FD

χ (rs)
) =∧

s(x)∈RD FD
χ (rs)

=∧
d∈RD ||χ ||rdχD,vd = ||(∀x∈R)χ ||

rdψ
D,v ,

where, again, v is induced by r and each vd results from v and d ∈ RD by putting vd(x) = d
and vd(y) = v(y) for all y = x. This last case concludes the proof.

For the next assertion, we require a stronger assumption on similarities in database
instances. Namely, we assume they satisfy (Sep) from Remark 3.2.
Theorem 6.2: Let E be an RA-expression over 〈R, �〉. Then there exist a range declaration
rdE : X → Rd(R, �,C,�), a formula ϕE safe with respect to rdE, and a target set TE based
on rdE such that ED = TEϕ

rdE ,D
E holds true for any instance D of 〈R, �〉 which respects �

provided all similarities in D satisfy (Sep).

Proof: The proof involves induction over the structure of RA-expressions. In the induction
step for E, we assume that Theorem 6.2 holds for all subexpressions of E, according to
Definition 4.24. In the following arguments, we write the DRC-RD queries represented
by ϕE , rdE , and TE as in (53) and we assume that all variables which appear free in ϕE
are exactly all the variables contained in TE and that the names of the free variables are
corresponding to the names of attributes (i.e. if y ∈ sch (E), then the corresponding target
component is y:y).

In addition, in the proof we utilize the following transformation of formulas: for any ϕE
with free variables {y1, . . . , yn} and rdE (as mentioned above), we introduce formula ϕ∗E as
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follows:

(∃y′1∈rdE(y1)) · · · (∃y′n∈rdE(yn))
(�(y1 ≈ y′1 o · · ·o yn ≈ y′n)o ϕ′E

)
, (64)

where ϕ′E results from ϕE by substituting y′i for all occurrences of the variables yi which
are free in ϕE . Clearly, ϕ∗E has the same free variables as ϕE . Since each similarity ≈y is
separating,

||ϕ∗E||rdD,v =
{
||ϕE||rdED,v , if v(yi) ∈ rdE(yi)D for all i = 1, . . . , n,
0, otherwise.

(65)

Put in words, the value of ϕ∗E in D under v with respect to rd coincides with the value
of ϕ in D under rdE provided that v is also a D-valuation with respect to rdE . We use
this transformation of ϕE to ϕ∗E to ensure consistent range declarations of free variables in
formulas constructed from simpler ones where particular free variables may have different
range declarations.

According to Definition 4.24, we recognize the following base cases.
Case (i) If E is r ∈ R, then we may consider the following query:

{y1:y1∈{r(y1)}, . . . , yn:yn∈{r(yn)}} r(y1:y1, . . . , yn:yn). (66)

Clearly, its value in D is an RDT over {y1, . . . , yn} which is the same as rD . Observe that
range declarations allow the free variables in (66) to go only over the values which are
present in tuples of rD with nonzero ranks.
Case (ii) If E is a∅, then we may put

{} a. (67)

Hence, TE is empty and rdE can be arbitrary.
Case (iii) If E is a singleton expression [y:d], we put

{y:y∈{d}} y ≈ y, (68)

i.e. y is allowed to be evaluated only to dD , and y ≈ y is always true to degree 1. As
a consequence, the result is a nonranked RDT which coincides with [y:d]D . Note that
instead of y ≈ y, one can use an arbitrary formula which is true to degree 1 in any database
instance (and has y as its only free variable).

Assuming that the claim holds for all subexpressions of E, we distinguish the following
cases:
Case (iv) First, suppose that E is E1 ∩ E2. Since sch (E1) = sch (E2), both ϕE1 and ϕE2
have the same free variables. Let us note, however, that TE1 and TE2 may define different
ranges for the free variables. We can consider query

{y1:y1∈rdE1(y1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdE1(yn)}ϕE1 c ϕ∗E2 , (69)

because the result of E1 ∩ E2 in D consists at most of tuples containing only the values
present in ED

1 (because 0∧a = a∧0 = 0). In order to ensure that ϕE2 does not yield more
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than it should considering the range declarations from rdE1 (and not rdE2 ), we have used
ϕ∗E2 instead of ϕE2 in (69). The rest follows from (65).

Second, if E is E1 ∪ E2, we proceed as before and consider

{y1:y1∈rdE1(y1) ∪ rdE2(y1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdE1(yn) ∪ rdE2(yn)}ϕ∗E1 d ϕ∗E2 . (70)

Notice that here we use range declarations which are unions of the range declarations rdE1
and rdE2 for all free variables. This corresponds to the fact that (E1 ∪ E2)D(r) > 0 iff
ED
1 (r) > 0 or ED

2 (r) > 0. As in the previous case, in order to ensure that (70) does not
yield more than it should, ϕ∗E1 and ϕ

∗
E2 are used instead of ϕE1 and ϕE2 , respectively.

Case (v) If E is E1 �
E3 E2, we consider the following query:

{y1:y1∈rdE3(y1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdE3(yn)}ϕE3 o (ϕ∗E1 i ϕ∗E2). (71)

Again, we use the same argument as in Case (iv).
Case (vi) Suppose that E is a join expression of the form E1 �� E2. We can denote the
relation scheme of the expressions by sch (E) = {y1, . . . , yn}, sch (E1) = {y1, . . . , ym},
and sch (E2) = {yp+1, . . . , yn} such that 1 ≤ p ≤ m ≤ n. Hence, the set of all attributes
common to both E1 and E2 is S = {yp+1, . . . , ym} including the possibility of S = ∅
whenever p = m. Now, we may consider the following query:

{y1:y1∈rdE1(y1), . . . , ym:ym∈rdE1(ym),
ym+1:ym+1∈rdE2(ym+1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdE2(yn)}ϕE1 o ϕ∗E2 . (72)

As in the previous cases, we have used ϕ∗E2 instead of ϕE2 since the values assigned to
yp+1, . . . , ym in ϕE2 must be taken from rdE2 . Therefore, with the obvious exception that
E1 and E2 have in general different relation schemes, the argument is the same as in Case
(iv), cf. (69).
Case (vii) If E is πR(F) such that sch (F) = {y1, . . . , yn} and R = {y1, . . . , ym} form ≤ n,
then the corresponding query is:

{y1:y1∈rdF(y1), . . . , ym:ym∈rdF(ym)}
(∃ym+1∈rdF(ym+1)) · · · (∃yn∈rdF(yn))ϕF . (73)

Case (viii) Suppose that E is E1 ÷E3 E2 and let sch (E1) = {y1, . . . , yn}, sch (E2) =
{y1, . . . , ym}, and sch (E3) = {ym+1, . . . , yn} for m ≤ n. In this case, we may consider the
following query:

{ym+1:ym+1∈rdE3(ym+1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdE3(yn)}
(∀y1∈rdE2(y1)) · · · (∀ym∈rdE2(ym))(ϕE3 o (ϕE2 i ϕ∗E1)). (74)

The result of the query in D is an RDT on sch (E3) and it is obviously a subset of ED
3 .

Notice that ϕE2 is used directly – all its free variables are bound by the universal quantifiers
in (74) which use range declarations from rdE2 . On the contrary, ϕ∗E1 must again be used
instead of ϕE1 because rdE2 and rdE1 (as well as rdE3 and rdE1 ) may assign different ranges
for y1, . . . , ym (and ym+1, . . . , yn).
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Case (ix) If E is σyi≈yj(F) and sch (F) = {y1, . . . , yn}, we may consider

{y1:y1∈rdF(y1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdF(yn)}ϕF o yi ≈ yj. (75)

Analogously, if E is σyi≈d(F) and d ∈ C, we consider

{y1:y1∈rdF(y1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdF(yn)}ϕF o yi ≈ d. (76)

Case (x) If E is(F), we simply put

{y1:y1∈rdF(y1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdF(yn)}�ϕF . (77)

Suppose that E is ∇(F) and let ψ denote an arbitrary formula. Then, if ||ψ || = 0 (we omit
rd, D, and v here since they are not essential for the argument), then ||ψ i 0|| = 1 and
thus ||�(ψ i 0)|| = 1, which yields ||�(ψ i 0) i 0|| = 0. In addition, if ||ψ || > 0,
then ||ψ i 0|| < 1 and so ||�(ψ i 0)|| = 0, i.e. ||�(ψ i 0) i 0|| = 1. Therefore, we
may use the following query:

{y1:y1∈rdF(y1), . . . , yn:yn∈rdF(yn)}�(ϕF i 0)i 0. (78)

Case (xi) As in the ordinarymodel, ifE is ρh(F) for sch (F) = {y1, . . . , yn}, we just change
the attributes and variables in the target (and their free appearances in ϕF) according to
the map h, i.e. we put

{h(y1):h(y1)∈rdE(h(y1)), . . . , h(yn):h(yn)∈rdE(h(yn))}ϕE , (79)

where each h(yi) denotes the variable yi renamed by h, rdE(h(yi)) = rdF(yi) for all i =
1, . . . , n, and ϕE results from ϕF by renaming all free occurrences of variables yi to h(yi).

All the constructed formulaswere evidently safewith respect to the corresponding range
declarations for variables, finishing the proof.

Remark 6.3: In general, the procedure fromTheorem 6.2 does not yield the shortest pos-
sible formula for a given RA-expression. In some cases, one may omit the transformation
based on (64) if free variables in formulas corresponding to subexpressions all have the
same range declarations. In general, the transformation cannot be omitted. For instance, if
E is [y:c] ∩ [y:d], then for any database instance D such that cD = dD , we get ED = 0{y},
i.e. ED is the empty RDT on {y}, which is the same value as the result of

{y:y∈{c}} y ≈ y c (∃y′∈{d})(�y ≈ y′ o y′ ≈ y′)

in D because �y ≈ y′ is always evaluated to zero which is ensured by the assumption of
Theorem 6.2 that ≈y satisfies (Sep). Clearly, (Sep) cannot be dropped because in case of
cD = dD such that cD ≈y dD = 1, the result of the DRC-RD query would be nonempty.
Notice that the DRC-RD query is constructed exactly according to (68) and (69).

The obvious consequence of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 is that RA and RDC-RD as we have
introduced them in our model are equivalent. We highlight two important aspects here.
First, as in the ordinary model, we have shown there is a reasonable logic behind the
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relational querying represented by evaluation of relations expressions which is crucial for
any further formal investigation of the model. The semantics structures used in the DRC-
RD can be seen as standard structures which appear, e.g. in predicate-core fuzzy logics as
defined by Cintula and Hájek (2006). Second, declarative queries represented by formulas
of DRD-RD (and queries in query languages based on that formalism) can be rewritten to
simple algebraic manipulations with RDTs which constitute the core for practical query
execution and its optimized implementation. Note that Vaverka and Vychodil (2016)
shows an alternative tuple-based calculus for our model.

7. Derived relational operations

In this section, we show examples of derived relational operations, i.e. operations with
RDTs which can be expressed by RA-expressions (or equivalently by DRC-RD queries).
We focus mainly on various similarity-based operations.

7.1. General similarity-based θ -restrictions

The correspondence of RA and DRC-RD allows us to generalize restrictions to use more
complex formulas instead of identities as in (40). Indeed, for any DRC-RD query using a
safe formula ϕ with free variables x1, . . . , xn and considering any safe formula θ with free
variables among x1, . . . , xn, the safe formula ϕ o θ (together with rd and T ) can be seen
as prescribing a θ-based restriction of ϕ. Therefore, for any RA-expression E and a safe
formula θ whose free variables are in a correspondence with the attributes from sch (E),
we can introduce a (similarity-based) θ-restriction σθ (ED) of RDT ED by θ as follows:

σθ (ED) = TE(ϕE o θ)
rdE ,D , (80)

where ϕE , rdE , and T are corresponding to E as in the proof of Theorem 6.2. Trivially,
the restriction defined by (40) is covered by (80) because we may use x1 ≈ x2 (or x ≈ c)
for θ . An example of a derived restriction is a threshold similarity-based restriction which
allows to emphasize validity of a similarity-based condition and which results by taking
ai y ≈ c for θ . Therefore, it can be written as

(
σaiy≈c(D)

)
(r) = D(r)⊗ (a→ r(y) ≈y cD) (81)

for all r ∈ Tupl(R). IfD is the result of queryQ, then the rank of r in (81) has the following
meaning: “r matches Q and its y-value equals (the value of) c at least to degree a ∈ L”. Let
us note that the result is an RDTwith possibly intermediate ranks, not just 0 and 1. Further
examples are shown in Section 9.

7.2. Similarity-based semijoins and similarity closures

We now introduce derived operations which are motivated by similarity-based matches.
In Section 7.3, we build on these operations and introduce similarity-based joins. The key
idea is that our model allows to consider joins which allow to put together tuples based
on similar values of common attributes and not just equal attributes as in case of (25).
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The important aspect we would like to highlight is that a variety of similarity-based joins,
as we call them, are indeed derivable from the basic relational operations introduced in
Section 4.We start by considering an auxiliary notion of similarity of tuples. For any tuples
r1, r2 ∈ Tupl(R), we put

r1 ≈R r2 =∧
y∈R r1(y) ≈y r2(y) (82)

and call r1 ≈R r2 thedegree towhich r1 and r2 are similar.Values (82) dependon similarities
≈y on the underlying domains, i.e. each database instance induces its own similarities
on tuples (82). It can be easily seen that ≈R is a similarity on Tupl(R), cf. Section 3.2.
Alternatively, one can use

⊗
instead of

∧
in (82), cf. Remark 4.1.

Now, for any RDTsD1 andD2 on R∪S and S∪T such that R∩S = R∩T = S∩T = ∅,
we may define a (natural) similarity-based semijoinD1 �≈D2 ofD1 andD2 (in this order)
by putting

(D1 �≈ D2
)
(rs) = D1(rs)⊗∨

t∈Tupl(T)
∨

s′∈Tupl(S)
(D2(s′t)⊗ s′ ≈S s

)
(83)

for all r ∈ Tupl(R) and s ∈ Tupl(S). If D1 and D2 are viewed as results of queries Q1
and Q2, then (83) is a degree to which “rs matches Q1 and s is similar to s′ for which s′t
matches Q2”. Thus, (83) is a degree to which rs from D1 approximately matches a tuple
from D2. By moment’s reflection, D1 � D2 ⊆ D1 �≈ D2 ⊆ D1, i.e. the similarity-based
semijoin contains all tuples corresponding to the equality-based matches and in addition,
the similarity-based matches. Looking at (83), it should be obvious now that the operation
is expressible by a DRC-RD formula using existential quantification and connectives o
and c.

The similarity-based semijoin is an important operation. For instance, we can consider
its special case for R = T = ∅ in which case (83) simplifies to

(D1 �≈ D2
)
(s) = D1(s)⊗∨

s′∈Tupl(S)
(D2(s′)⊗ s′ ≈S s

)
. (84)

If in addition D1 is nonranked and D2 ⊆ D1, we call (84) a similarity closure of D2 (with
respect toD1) and denote it by C≈D1

(D2). Under our assumptions, C≈D1
is a closure operator

satisfying a graded monotony condition

S(D2,D′2) ≤ S
(
C≈D1

(D2), C≈D1
(D′2)

)
for all D2,D′2 ⊆ D1. The degree C≈D1

(D2)(s) can be interpreted as the degree to which
“s is similar to a tuple matching Q2” and thus, C≈D1

(D2) extends D2 by all tuples (from
D1) similar to the tuples from D2. Examples of similarity-based semijoins and similarity
closures are in Section 9.4.

7.3. Further join-like operations

Our model admits a family of similarity-based operations that generalize the classic joins
which are based on combining information from two (or more) RDTs into a single one
based on similarity of tuples or, in a more general setting, on a degree computed by an
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additional formula which involves similarity. We outline here some possibilities in this
direction.

Using cross joins and θ-restrictions, forD1 andD2 on disjoint relation schemes, we can
introduce a generalization of the classic θ-join:

D1 ��θ D2 = σθ (D1 �� D2). (85)

Using (25) and (80), for any RA-expressions E1 and E2 such that sch (E1) ∩ sch (E2) = ∅,
(85) can be rewritten as

(
ED
1 ��θ ED

2
)
(rt) = ED

1 (r)⊗ ED
2 (t)⊗ ||θ ||rdD,v , (86)

where v(y) = r(y) if y ∈ sch (E1); v(y) = t(y) otherwise (provided that the free variables in
θ are corresponding to the attributes from sch (E1)∪ sch (E2), cf. Section 7.1). A particular
case of (85) is a similarity-based equijoin D1 ��y1≈y2 D2 for θ being the atomic formula
y1 ≈ y2. Note that unlike the classic equi-join, D1 ��y1≈y2 D2 includes both the attributes
y1 and y2 with possibly different values.

Natural equality-based joins can be extended to approximate matches as follows. Con-
siderRDTsD1 andD2 onR∪S and S∪T such thatR∩S = R∩T = S∩T = ∅. Furthermore,
let D3 be an RDT on S. We define a (natural) similarity-based join D1 ��≈D3

D2 of D1 and
D2 (constrained by D3) by putting(D1 ��≈D3

D2
)
(rst) = D3(s)⊗∨

s′,s′′
(D1(rs′)⊗ s′ ≈S s⊗ s ≈S s′′ ⊗D2(s′′t)

)
, (87)

where s′, s′′ range over Tupl(S). Described verbally, (87) is the degree to which “smatches
Q3 and for some s′ similar to s, rs′ matches Q1 and for some s′′ similar to s, s′′t matches
Q2”. Another join-like operations is a similarity-based composition of ranked data tables:

(D1 ◦≈ D2
)
(rt) =∨

s′,s′′∈Tupl(S)
(D1(rs′)⊗ s′ ≈S s′′ ⊗D2(s′′t)

)
. (88)

As in the previous cases and unlike the equality-based composition, (88) allows to compose
RDTs based on similar values on common attributes and not just the equal values as in the
classic case. If each≈y (y ∈ S) is transitive, D1 ◦≈ D2 prescribed by (88) can be expressed
by

D1 ◦≈ D2 = πR∪S
(D1 ��≈∇(πS(D1))

D2
)
. (89)

Further types of similarity-based joins, compositions, and other operations can be in-
troduced as derived operations in our model. A detailed description will be presented
in a forthcoming paper devoted to derivable similarity-based operations. The operations
showed in Section 7 are illustrated by examples in Section 9.

8. Further extensions

We briefly discuss here possible extensions of the model which result by introducing new
relational operations not definable by the original ones.
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8.1. General comparators

As one can expect, themodel can be extended by comparators other than≈. Naturally, one
may consider, e.g.� (and its inverse�) representing “approximately less (greater) than or
equal” or “graded priority relation”, crisp comparators� (and its inverse�) with the usual
meaning, general n-ary comparators, etc. The general comparators require us to consider
domainswith general comparators 〈Dy ,≈y ,�y , . . .〉 and introducenew restrictionsσy�z(E)
in RA and new atomic formulas like x � z in the DRC-RD with the obvious semantics.
The extension to handle general comparators is therefore straightforward.

8.2. Operations based on additional connectives

Another kind of extensions results from introducing new componentwise operations with
RDTs based on additional logical connectives. Let us brieflymention two important groups
of possible extensions. First, one might want to extend the model by linguistic hedges
like “very”, “somewhat”, “more or less” which are formalized by monotone unary truth
functions onLwhich preserve 0’s and 1’s (in the ordinary relationalmodel, such operations
are trivial because only identity satisfiers the conditions). A seminal contribution to hedges
in residuated logics is due to Hájek (2001). Hedges allow us to put emphasis on conditions
in queries (“very similar”, “more or less matching”,…). Note that and ∇ from (45) and
(46) are two borderline cases of such hedges. Other hedges may be definable in our model
(like in case of “at least 0.5” or “above 0.5”, see Section 9) but not in general. Hedges will
be exploited in the follow-up to this paper dealing with data dependencies.

Second, wemaywant to introduce an independent difference-like operation. In Remark
4.9 (a), we noted that �0 can be seen as a particular difference but it lacks some natural
properties of difference. For instance,D1 �0 D2 = 0R does not implyD1 ⊆ D2 in general.
Alternatively, we can introduce difference as a new independent binary operation with
RDTs defined componentwise using a truth function for difference  (a nonimplication)
on L. Indeed, we may postulate the following reasonable properties of  : for all a, b, c, bi
(i ∈ I),

a 0 = a, (a b) c = (a c) b,
∨

i∈I ai  b =∨
i∈I (ai  b). (90)

It can be shown that such induces an operation with RDTs such that D1  D2 = 0R iff
D1 ⊆ D2. Moreover, we can show that

a⊕ b =∨{c ∈ L | c  a ≤ b} (91)

defines a binary operation⊕ such that 〈L,⊕, 0〉 is a commutative monoid, and⊕ is adjoint
to in the following sense:

a b ≤ c iff a ≤ b⊕ c (92)

and vice versa, i.e. (92) and the fact that 〈L,⊕, 0〉 is a commutative monoid imply (91).
Therefore, it turns out that our selection of properties for  ensures in addition the
existence (of a uniquely given) operation ⊕ which can be regarded as a nonidempotent
disjunction (⊕ is distributive over

∧
), cf. Remark 4.1. If L is defined on the real unit
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interval with its natural ordering, one may take, e.g. the usual algebraic minus and plus
(bounded to [0, 1]) for and⊕.

Extensions of the model based on introducing new connectives require to add new
componentwise operations to RA and corresponding connectives to the DRC-RD.

8.3. Generalized quantifiers

Our model can be extended by considering graded generalized quantifiers. Generalized
quantifiers in predicate logics have been introduced by Mostowski (1957).

In data analysis and particular in relational querying, generalized quantifiers are recently
gaining interest. The readers can find a useful survey in the monograph by Badia (2009).
From our perspective, the major approaches to generalized quantifiers in querying includ-
ing the query language QLGQ proposed by Badia (2009) use generalized quantifiers in the
classic bivalent setting. We argue that in many cases, generalized quantifiers are naturally
“graded” rather than bivalent. A typical example in this category is quantifier “many”.
Clearly, it does not make much sense to sharply distinct “many” from “not many”, e.g.
by postulating that “many means more than 10, 000 values (of some kind)” because 9, 999
would also be perceived as “many” by rational observers (a small unit does not make a
difference).

In order to incorporate graded generalized quantifiers in our model, we can follow the
approach of Hájek (1998) and proceed as follows. For each rd, D, v, and safe formula ϕ
with free variable x, we define a map SatrdD,v(ϕ, x) : rd(x)D → L by

(
SatrdD,v(ϕ, x)

)
(d) = ||ϕ||rdD,w , where w =x v and w(x) = d (93)

for all d ∈ rd(x)D . Clearly, the degree defined by (93) expresses the degree to which ϕ is
true in D if x takes the value d and the interpretation of the other variables is given by v.
The semantics of a (unary) generalized quantifier, written as (Qx∈R), is defined for each
D by a collection of

mapsQτD : 2Dy×LDy → Lwhereλ(y) = τ . Then, the truth value of a formula quantified
by (Qx∈R) is expressed as follows:

||(Qx∈R)ϕ||rdD,v = Qλ(R)D
(
RD , Satrd

′
D,v(ϕ, x)

)
, (94)

where rd′ is the same as in Definition 5.8 (vi). Now, the semantics of the quantifiers ∀ and
∃ introduced in Definition 5.8 becomes a particular case of (94), by putting ∀τD(D,M) =∧

d∈D M(d) and ∃τD(D,M) =
∨

d∈D M(d), respectively. The semantics (94) allows to have
various graded quantifiers including “graded many”. For instance, if L is the real unit
interval, one can introduce

ManyτD(D,M) = 1
|D|

∑
d∈D M(d) (95)

as one of the possible semantics for a quantifier (Many x∈R). Further examples can be
found in the Section 9. Analogously, one can introduce binary (n-ary) graded generalized
quantifiers. A survey of results on quantifiers in residuated logics can be found in the
monograph by Hájek (1998).
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Figure 1. Łukasiewicz operations⊗ (left) and→ (right) on the real unit interval.

9. Examples of queries

In this section, we present examples of queries. In the following examples, we use a
complete residuated lattice L on the real unit interval with⊗ and→ being the Łukasiewicz
operations, see (7). The results of Łukasiwicz operations can be depicted by shades of gray
in unit squares as in Figure 1 (white represents degree 0, black represents degree 1, and the
gradual transition between the white and black corresponds to the intermediate degrees
from the real unit internal). From Figure 1, we can read that a ⊗ b = 0 if a + b ≤ 0.5,
a→ b = 1 if a ≤ b, etc.

Furthermore, we assume a database scheme with the following relation variables:

h (representing “houses”) with attributes id (unique numeric house identifier),
type (house type), location (house location), built (construction year), bdrm
(number of bedrooms), and sqft (property area in square feet);
f (representing “houses for sale”) with attributes id (house identifier), agent
(name of agent selling the property), and price (property price);
b (representing “prospective house buyers”) with attributes name (buyer name),
type (desired property type),location (desired location),bdrm (desired number
of bedrooms), sqft (desired property area), and price (desired price).

We assume that the domain of id is a set of integers together with ≈id which is the
identity on the set of integers (distinct IDs are similar to degree 0). It reflects the fact that
querying the database based on “similarity of IDs” instead of their equality does not make
much sense since the IDs are used only to ensure the referential integrity between relation
variables h and f. In a similar way, the names of prospective buyers (attribute name) and
agents (attribute agent) can be taken as strings of literals with≈name and≈agent being
identities – again, in querying a database of properties for sale, we do not anticipate users
to be interested in “similarity of names”. The intended application of our model database
is of course an important factor for defining similarities on domains. For instance, in case
of a database of “criminal suspects”, querying the database based on similarity of names
(e.g. based on their pronunciation or edit distance) instead of their equality may be of
considerable interest.

For the remaining attributes in this example, we consider domains equipped with non-
trivial similarities. Similarities on domains of (nonnegative) numeric values of attributes
built, bdrm, sqft, and price can be defined based on a distance (a metric) which is
transformed to the real unit interval using an antitone scaling function. This corresponds
well with our perception of similarity of numeric values because more distant values are
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Figure 2. Similarities of construction years, numbers of bedrooms, property areas, and price.

perceived as less similar. In particular, we define the similarities using the following linear
scaling functions sy : [0,∞)→ [0, 1]:

sy(x) =
{

1
y (y − x), if x ≤ y,
0, otherwise.

(96)

In case of the similarity ≈built on the domain of construction years, we may use s150
together with the absolute difference of years and put

d1 ≈built d2 = s150
(|d1 − d2|

)
(97)

for all d1, d2 ∈ Dbuilt, meaning that construction years with distancemore than 150 years
are considerednot similar at all (similar to degree 0) and smaller distances between years are
gradually assigned values from the unit interval. The similarity is depicted in Figure 2 (left)
containing similarity degrees for years from the interval 1800–2000 (degrees as visualized
by shades of gray as in Figure 1). Analogously, we may define the similarity≈bdrm on the
domain of the number of bedrooms, considering, e.g. the value of 10 bedrooms being the
borderline difference value beyond which we do not consider the numbers of bedrooms
similar:

d1 ≈bdrm d2 = s10
(|d1 − d2|

)
. (98)

For domains like house prices, we may require that the similarities incorporate our
perception of considering “larger values more similar”. For instance, we usually consider
seven-digit prices like $1,010,000 and $1,020,000 more similar than $10,000
and $20,000 even if their absolute distance is the same. Obviously, for someone who
is willing to pay $1,010,000 for a house the difference of $10,000 is almost entirely
insignificant. On the other hand, when seeking a low-budget solution, $10,000 and
$20,000 can be considered quite different. To accommodate this kind of perception, we
may define for any nonzero values d1 and d2 the following value:

sprice(d1, d2) = s104
(∣∣log1+10−4 (d1)− log1+10−4 (d2)

∣∣) (99)
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Figure 3. Similarities of property types and locations.

and introduce≈price by extending sprice to all values from [0,∞):

d1 ≈price d2 =
⎧⎨
⎩
1, if d1 = d2 = 0,
sprice(d1, d2), if min (d1, d2) > 0,
0, otherwise.

(100)

Now,$1,010,000 ≈price $1,020,000 = 0.99 and$10,000 ≈price $20,000 =
0.306, cf. the shapes of≈built,≈bdrm , and≈price in Figure 2. In a similar way, we may
approach the similarity ≈sqft on the domain of property areas (larger areas tend to be
more similar) and define, e.g.

d1 ≈sqft d2 = s30
(∣∣∣√d1 −

√
d2

∣∣∣). (101)

Domains of both the attributes type and location can be seen as finite domains of
nominal (qualitative) data identified by their names. For instance, the domain of type
can contain values Condominium, Log Cabin, Ranch, Single Family,… which
identify particular property types; the domain of location can contain locations like
Forest Ave, Bay Rd,… including abstract locations more general than simple street-
based location like Old Palo Alto, Stanford U,…It may be clear that defining
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≈type and ≈location based on a distance as in the previous cases may not be adequate
or even possible. In case of ≈type, there does not seem to be intuitively acceptable way
to define a distance on property types. In case of ≈location, we may use a geographical
distance of locations but arguably it will not incorporate important socioeconomic aspects
like “good schools” or “quiet neighborhood” which are frequently taken into account when
comparing locations by prospective house buyers. Typically, similarities on such domains
are specified by experts who may utilize their expert knowledge together with purpose-
specific metrics on domains. Since there is a wide variety of possible choices of similarities,
the formal model must ensure that all of the possible choices are acceptable – which it
does because we allow any binary L-relation to be taken as similarity as long as it is at
least reflexive and symmetric, see Section 3.2. For our illustrative purposes, we assume the
similarities are defined by the matrices in Figure 3; as in the previous examples, the black
and white stand for 1 and 0, respectively.

Figure 4. Ranked data tables appearing in the examples.
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We have now specified the database scheme and the domains with similarities. Further
in the section, we specify queries by RA-expressions and formulas of DRC-RD. In both
cases, we evaluate the queries in a database instance D which interprets the relation
variables h, f, and b by (nonranked) RDTs hD , fD , and bD listed in Figure 4 in the usual
table-like form. Note that the ranks are not shown because they all equal to 1 for tuples
(represented by rows) which are displayed in Figure 4 and are 0 otherwise. We keep this
notation further in this section – nonranked RDTs will be displayed without the ranks as
the usual database tables.
Comments forReviewers:The examples in the following subsections do not exactly follow
the structure of Section 4 which groups the relational operations based on their theoretical
role in themodel. In contrast, the following examples follow a tutorial-like approach, going
from elementary examples to more complex ones. For brevity of the presentation, we not
distinguish between object constants and their values and we tacitly identify the constants
with the objects themselves (this does not introduce any ambiguity since we work with a
fixed database instance), see Section 3.1. Analogously, we do not distinguish between the
truth values a, b, . . . from L and the corresponding constants for the truth values a, b, . . ..

9.1. Similarity-based restriction

We start by showing examples of similarity-based restrictions to obtain RDTs from the
nonranked tables from Figure 4. The following RA-expression selects houses from hD

with location similar to "Bay Rd":

σlocation≈"Bay Rd"(h) (102)

The query result contains one full (exact) match (the house with id equal to 56) and
other imperfect matches. The result can be displayed as a two-dimensional table with the
left-most column containing ranks:

id type location built bdrm sqft

1.000 56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
0.972 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.931 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
0.676 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280
0.646 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350
0.646 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650
0.355 85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580
0.309 93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130
0.221 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250
0.140 63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840

Since the input table in the previous example was nonranked, the ranks in the query
result above are in fact the similarity degrees of the particular locations and the value
"Bay Rd". Analogously, one may query the database for houses with construction years
similar to 1995 as in:
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σbuilt≈1995(h) (103)

which gives the following result with two full matches:

id type location built bdrm sqft

1.000 56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
1.000 63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840
0.946 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
0.926 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.893 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250
0.793 85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580
0.780 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350
0.740 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650
0.600 93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130
0.520 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280

The previous two queries can be chained to get houses near "Bay Rd" and built around
1995. Since ⊗, which plays an important role in the definition of restriction (43), is
associative and commutative, we may use either of the following equivalent queries:

σbuilt≈1995(σlocation≈"Bay Rd"(h))

σlocation≈"Bay Rd"(σbuilt≈1995(h)) (104)

Note that the same query, can be written as a DRC-RD query using the following target
set

{id:x1∈{h(id)},type:x2∈{h(type)}, . . . ,sqft:x6∈{h(sqft)}}
(105)

and the following safe formula

h( . . . ,type:x2,location:x3, . . . )o (x3 ≈ "Bay Rd"o x4 ≈ 1995).
(106)

The latter query is in fact a similarity-based θ-restriction and using the notation from
Section 7.1, we may express it by

σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)(h) (107)

The result of any of (104)–(107) is
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id type location built bdrm sqft

1.000 56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
0.898 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.877 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
0.426 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350
0.386 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650
0.196 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280
0.148 85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580
0.140 63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840
0.114 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250

Let us comment on the result if one uses the idempotent conjunction c instead of the
nonidempotent o in (107). As we argued in Remark 4.1(c), these two choices have a
different interpretation and in our case

σ(location≈"Bay Rd")c(built≈1995)(h) (108)

which stands for a DRC-RD query with target set (105) and safe formula

h( . . . ,type:x2,location:x3, . . . )o (x3 ≈ "Bay Rd" c x4 ≈ 1995)
(109)

gives a different result:

id type location built bdrm sqft

1.000 56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
0.931 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
0.926 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.646 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350
0.646 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650
0.520 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280
0.355 85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580
0.309 93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130
0.221 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250
0.140 63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840

Notice that compared to the previous result, the second and the third best matches are
interchanged and their numerical values are different. Indeed, considering the similarity
degrees which are involved in computing the ranks for these two tuples:

"Bay Rd" ≈location "Michigan Ave" = 0.972, 1995 ≈built 1984 = 0.926,
"Bay Rd" ≈location "Oakdale Ave" = 0.931, 1995 ≈built 2003 = 0.946,

it is clear that 0.972⊗ 0.926 = 0.898 > 0.877 = 0.931⊗ 0.946 whereas 0.972 ∧ 0.926 =
0.926 < 0.931 = 0.931 ∧ 0.946.

The similarity-based θ-restriction (108) involving c can be expressed by means of the
fundamental relational operations as follows:

h⊗ (
σlocation≈"Bay Rd"(∇(h)) ∩ σbuilt≈1995(∇(h))

)
, (110)
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i.e. using the ∧-intersection, ⊗-intersection, and support. The expression (110) is in
fact general and would yield the same result as (108) even if hD were a general RDT (with
other ranks than 0 and 1). Since in our case h is interpreted by a nonranked RDT, we may
simplify (110) as follows:

σlocation≈"Bay Rd"(h) ∩ σbuilt≈1995(h). (111)

In the next example, we add an additional condition for the property area to be similar to
2500:

σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)o(sqft≈2500)(h) (112)

It is important to note that in this case, the result

id type location built bdrm sqft

0.847 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.723 56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
0.608 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
0.375 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350

has no exact match, meaning that the ordinary counterpart of the query would have an
empty result. Moreover, we can see that unlike the previous cases, some tuples from h do
not match the query at all, i.e. have zero ranks and as such are not shown in the table.

Other important cases of similarity-based θ-joins include the threshold similarity-based
restriction like (81). Interestingly, the threshold degrees and implications in similarity-
based θ-joins can be used to put different emphasis on different similarity-based conditions
in the queries. For instance, the following query

σ(0.5ilocation≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)o(0.5isqft≈2500)(h) (113)

can be seen as a query in which we put full emphasis on the construction year being
similar to 1995 but only partial emphasis on the other conditions. Therefore, using the
thresholds we indicate that for the query result the similarity on construction years is more
important (i.e. it contributes more) than the similarities of locations and property areas.
The result is

id type location built bdrm sqft

1.000 56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
0.946 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
0.926 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.780 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350
0.640 63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840
0.614 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250
0.558 85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580
0.520 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280
0.423 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650
0.362 93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130
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In contrast to (112), we again have a full match in the result. This is due to the facts that
3400 ≈sqft 2500 = 0.723 and 0.5→ 0.723 = 1, i.e. the house with id equal to 56 is
a full match. The query

(σ(0.5ilocation≈"Bay Rd")o(0.5ibuilt≈1995)o(0.5isqft≈2500)(h))
(114)

shows a modification of the previous one in which we have used a threshold for all the
similarity-based conditions and in addition we have used the kernel to extract only the full
matches, resulting in the following nonranked RDT:

id type location built bdrm sqft

45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280
82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350

As demonstrated, the shifts can help put less emphasis on selected conditions. If one
wishes to add extra emphasis on particular conditions, one way to proceed is by utilizing
a θ-restriction based on an expression using the �-connective which allows to use crisp
(bivalent) conditions in queries. Another way to proceed is to multiply the subcondi-
tion in a query. Since ⊗ is not idempotent in general, queries σbuilt≈1995(· · ·) and
σ(built≈1995)o(built≈1995)(· · ·) which in fact is σbuilt≈1995(σbuilt≈1995(· · ·)) yield
in general different results, the latter being more strict than the first one. For instance,
compared to (112), the query

σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)o(built≈1995)o(sqft≈2500)(h) (115)

yields (observe the lower values of ranks):

id type location built bdrm sqft

0.773 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.723 56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
0.554 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
0.155 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350

In addition, if we use built ≈ 1995 three times in the query (which is indicated by the
standard power notation in the following query):

σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)3o(sqft≈2500)(h), (116)

The result is
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id type location built bdrm sqft

0.723 56 Residential Bay Rd 1995 3 3400
0.699 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.500 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760

and hence, by putting more emphasis on the construction year, the house with id equal
to 56 has become the best match and the house with id equal to 82 has disappeared from
the result because its construction year was too distant.

9.2. Projection

We now show projections in conjunction with the previous query (107). By performing
the projection of (107) onto the attributes type and bdrm, i.e.

π{type,bdrm}(σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)(h)), (117)

we no longer have a tuple with rank 0.426 in the query result

type bdrm

1.000 Residential 3
0.898 Single Family 3
0.877 Single Family 4
0.386 Condominium 2
0.196 Ranch 3
0.148 Residential 5
0.140 Ranch 4
0.114 Penthouse 1

because the result of (107) contains a tuple (with id equal to 58) which has the same
values of attributes type and bdrm as the tuple with id equal to 82 but with a strictly
higher rank. By projecting just onto type, i.e.

π{type}(σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)(h)), (118)

we get a further reduction:

type

1.000 Residential
0.898 Single Family
0.386 Condominium
0.196 Ranch
0.114 Penthouse

In the borderline case of projecting onto the empty relation scheme as in

π∅(σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)(h)), (119)
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we get the result which is 1∅, representing the highest rank in the result of (107). Note,
however, that the result of a projection onto the empty relation scheme may be different
from 1∅ (and 0∅). For instance, in case of (112) and

π∅(σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)o(sqft≈2500)(h)) (120)

the result is 0.847∅.

9.3. Equality-based join

For nonranked RDTs, the results of applying �� are the same as in the ordinary model
which follows from the fact that⊗ restricted to {0, 1} behaves as the ordinary conjunction.
Thus,

π∅(σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)o(sqft≈2500)(h)) (121)

yields

id type location built bdrm sqft agent price

45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350 Adams $654,000
45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350 Black $598,000
58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760 Black $829,000
63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840 Adams $748,000
71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280 Adams $849,000
71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280 Black $798,000
82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350 Adams $648,000
85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580 Black $998,000
87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650 Adams $430,000
87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650 Black $448,000
93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130 Black $598,000
95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250 Black $675,000

For the next examples, we consider the following relation scheme R and project the
following query results onto R:

R = {id,location,built,sqft,agent,price} (122)

Using such a projection onto (122), we express a join of the houses for sale with the
result of (113):

πR(σ(0.5ilocation≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)o(0.5isqft≈2500)(h) �� f)
(123)

which can be verbally described as “houses for sale with construction year similar to
1995, location more or less similar to "Bay Rd" and area size more or less similar
to 2500”. Notice how we have used the linguistic hedge “more or less” here to verbally
express that we do not put full emphasis on the latter two conditions. The result of (123) is
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id location built sqft agent price

0.946 58 Oakdale Ave 2003 1760 Black $829,000
0.926 45 Michigan Ave 1984 2350 Adams $654,000
0.926 45 Michigan Ave 1984 2350 Black $598,000
0.780 82 Forest Ave 1962 2350 Adams $648,000
0.640 63 Cedro Way 1995 1840 Adams $748,000
0.614 95 Amherst St 1979 1250 Black $675,000
0.558 85 Ash St 1964 4580 Black $998,000
0.520 71 Chaning Ave 1923 3280 Adams $849,000
0.520 71 Chaning Ave 1923 3280 Black $798,000
0.423 87 Forest Ave 1956 650 Adams $430,000
0.423 87 Forest Ave 1956 650 Black $448,000
0.362 93 Cornell St 1935 1130 Black $598,000

In the previous example, we performed a join of an RDT (with ranks other than 0 and 1)
with a nonranked one. In contrast, the query

πR
(
σ(0.5ilocation≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)o(0.5isqft≈2500)(h) ��
σprice≈$750,000(f)

)
(124)

can be seen as a join of the RDTs, both with general ranks and yields:

id location built sqft agent price

0.845 58 Oakdale Ave 2003 1760 Black $829,000
0.789 45 Michigan Ave 1984 2350 Adams $654,000
0.699 45 Michigan Ave 1984 2350 Black $598,000
0.637 63 Cedro Way 1995 1840 Adams $748,000
0.633 82 Forest Ave 1962 2350 Adams $648,000
0.508 95 Amherst St 1979 1250 Black $675,000
0.457 71 Chaning Ave 1923 3280 Black $798,000
0.396 71 Chaning Ave 1923 3280 Adams $849,000
0.272 85 Ash St 1964 4580 Black $998,000
0.135 93 Cornell St 1935 1130 Black $598,000

In this particular case, the query can be equivalently stated by projecting the following
similarity-based θ-restriction of nonranked RDTs onto R:

σ(0.5ilocation≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)o(0.5isqft≈2500)o(price≈$750,000)(h �� f)
(125)

For both (124) and (125), the verbal description of the query result may be that the
ranks in the result represent degrees to which “the house is located more or less near
"Bay Rd", has the area more or less about 2500 square feet, is built ca. 1995, and is
sold for approximately $750,000”. So the full emphasis in the restriction conditions
contained in the query is put on the price and the construction year. If one wishes to
emphasize just the price, one may modify the query, e.g. by adding the threshold 0.5 to the
condition involving the construction year, i.e.

σ(0.5ilocation≈"Bay Rd")o(0.5ibuilt≈1995)o
(0.5isqft≈2500)o(price≈$750,000)(h �� f), (126)

which gives the following result:
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id type location built bdrm sqft agent price

0.937 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280 Black $798,000
0.899 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760 Black $829,000
0.876 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280 Adams $849,000
0.863 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350 Adams $654,000
0.853 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350 Adams $648,000
0.773 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350 Black $598,000
0.637 63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840 Adams $748,000
0.615 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250 Black $675,000
0.535 93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130 Black $598,000
0.479 85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580 Black $998,000
0.167 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650 Black $448,000
0.126 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650 Adams $430,000

Our counterpart of the classic semijoin, the so-called equality-based semijoin, see (30), of
the results of similarity-based restrictions of h and fwhich appear in the previous example
can be expressed as an equality-based join of RDTs projected onto the set

R1 = {id,type,location,built,bdrm,sqft} (127)

of attributes from the relation scheme of h. Namely,

πR1
(
σ(0.5ilocation≈"Bay Rd")o(0.5ibuilt≈1995)o(0.5isqft≈2500)(h) ��
σprice≈$750,000(f)

)
. (128)

Considering the fact that we assume that ⊗ is distributive over general
∨

(equivalent
to adjointness of⊗ and→, see Section 2 and (3) for details), the same can be expressed by

σ(0.5ilocation≈"Bay Rd")o(0.5ibuilt≈1995)o(0.5isqft≈2500)(h) ��
π{id}(σprice≈$750,000(f)) (129)

and it gives the following result:

id type location built bdrm sqft

0.937 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280
0.899 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760
0.863 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350
0.853 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350
0.637 63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840
0.615 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250
0.535 93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130
0.479 85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580
0.167 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650

9.4. Similarity-based join and derived operations

The equality-based join

h �� f �� b (130)
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is empty since there are no tuples which are joinable in the ordinary sense. On the other
hand, it is natural to consider similarity-based joins of the tables in which we utilize
conditions involving similarity instead of equality (e.g. houses sold for prices similar to
prices specified by buyers). For instance, we may use the following similarity-based θ-join:

π{id,agent,name,price}(
σ(type≈btype)o(location≈blocation)o(sqft≈bsqft)o(price≈bprice)(
h �� f �� ρbtype,blocation,bsqft,bbdrm,bprice←type,location,sqft,bdrm,price(b))).

(131)

The join in (131) which is projected onto {id,agent,name,price}may be regarded
as a querywhichmatches prospective buyers and houses for sale according to similar values
of attributes type, location, sqft, bdrm, and price, i.e. the attributes which are
common to both h �� f (houses for sale) and b (prospective buyers). The result of the
query is the following:

id agent name price

0.677 71 Black Frank $798,000
0.658 82 Adams Davis $648,000
0.627 45 Black Davis $598,000
0.616 71 Adams Frank $849,000
0.555 71 Black Evans $798,000
0.548 87 Black Chang $448,000
0.544 45 Adams Davis $654,000
0.507 87 Adams Chang $430,000
0.498 71 Adams Evans $849,000
0.436 58 Black Davis $829,000
0.386 82 Adams Evans $648,000
0.357 63 Adams Evans $748,000
0.310 85 Black Evans $998,000
0.285 95 Black Chang $675,000
0.217 82 Adams Frank $648,000
0.189 93 Black Frank $598,000
0.107 63 Adams Frank $748,000
0.078 45 Black Evans $598,000

The best match gives information that the house no. 71 which is sold by Black for
$798,000 matches the requirements of customer Frank to degree 0.677. Analogously
for the remaining tuples. In the next example, we show a modification of the query in
which we require only full matches on the property type and the number of bedrooms and
we consider the similarity of locations and property areas not as important as the price.
The corresponding query can be written as

π{id,agent,name,price}(
σ(0.5ilocation≈blocation)o(0.5isqft≈bsqft)o(price≈bprice)(
h �� f �� ρblocation,bsqft,bprice←location,sqft,price(b))) (132)

and it gives the following result:
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id agent name price

0.932 63 Adams Evans $748,000
0.923 82 Adams Davis $648,000
0.923 82 Adams Evans $648,000
0.890 87 Black Chang $448,000
0.868 71 Black Frank $798,000
0.849 87 Adams Chang $430,000
0.807 71 Adams Frank $849,000
0.676 58 Black Davis $829,000
0.563 58 Black Evans $829,000

As in the case of the equality-based natural join, both the (equality-based) semijoins (h ��
f) � b and b � (h �� f) yield empty results because there are no joinable tuples in
the ordinary sense, see (130). On the other hand, the similarity-based semijoins (83) are
nontrivial. Indeed, for

(h �� f)�≈ b (133)

we get the following result

id type location built bdrm sqft agent price

0.868 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280 Black $798,000
0.861 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350 Adams $648,000
0.807 71 Ranch Chaning Ave 1923 3 3280 Adams $849,000
0.795 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650 Adams $430,000
0.795 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650 Black $448,000
0.757 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350 Adams $654,000
0.757 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350 Black $598,000
0.699 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250 Black $675,000
0.676 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760 Black $829,000
0.629 93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130 Black $598,000
0.604 63 Ranch Cedro Way 1995 4 1840 Adams $748,000
0.569 85 Residential Ash St 1964 5 4580 Black $998,000

The ranks in the previous result can be interpreted as degrees towhich the particular houses
can be matched to prospective buyers. Analogously, the information to which prospective
buyers can be matched with houses for sale is given by

b �≈ (h �� f) (134)

which yields

name type location ls - bdrm sqft price

0.868 Frank Ranch Heritage Park 3 3000 $700,000
0.861 Davis Single Family The Willows 4 2000 $600,000
0.795 Chang Condominium Old Palo Alto 2 1000 $500,000
0.699 Chang Penthouse Old Palo Alto 2 1000 $500,000
0.680 Frank Log Cabin Heritage Park 3 2000 $500,000
0.673 Evans Single Family Stanford U 4 3000 $600,000
0.642 Evans Ranch Stanford U 4 3000 $800,000
0.642 Evans Residential Stanford U 4 3000 $800,000

If one wants to see the result of a similarity-based semijoin for just one particular tuple
from b, say for Chang and house type Condominium, the query can be modified so that
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one uses an appropriate equality-based restriction of b such as

(h �� f)�≈ σname=Changotype=Condominium(b) (135)

which in fact can be seen as an abbreviation for

(h �� f)�≈ (b �� [name:Chang] �� [type:Condominium]) (136)

and both (135) and (136) yield the following result:

id type location built bdrm sqft agent price

0.795 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650 Adams $430,000
0.795 87 Condominium Forest Ave 1956 2 650 Black $448,000
0.680 95 Penthouse Amherst St 1979 1 1250 Black $675,000
0.240 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350 Adams $654,000
0.240 45 Single Family Michigan Ave 1984 3 2350 Black $598,000
0.240 58 Single Family Oakdale Ave 2003 4 1760 Black $829,000
0.240 82 Single Family Forest Ave 1962 4 2350 Adams $648,000
0.240 93 Log Cabin Cornell St 1935 2 1130 Black $598,000

Another derived operation which is described in Section 7.3 is the similarity-based com-
position (88). By the following query, we express which houses can possibly be offered to
prospective buyers:

(h �� f) ◦≈ b (137)

Since all common attributes are omitted in a composition, we obtain an RDT containing
47 tuples with nonzero ranks (the top ten and the bottom two are shown in the following
table):

name agent built id

0.868 Frank Black 1923 71
0.861 Davis Adams 1962 82
0.807 Frank Adams 1923 71
0.795 Chang Adams 1956 87
0.795 Chang Black 1956 87
0.757 Davis Adams 1984 45
0.757 Davis Black 1984 45
0.699 Chang Black 1979 95
0.680 Frank Adams 1962 82
0.676 Davis Black 2003 58
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

0.024 Evans Adams 1956 87
0.024 Evans Black 1956 87

Analogously as in the case of natural join, the classic (equality-based) counterpart
π{name,agent,built,id}(h �� f �� b) of (137) would be empty.

Similarity-based closures can be seen as particular cases of similarity-based semijoins,
see (84). For illustration, we can consider the following querywhich represents a similarity-
based closure of house buyers projected onto type, bdrm, and location with respect
to the nonranked RDT which consists of all combinations of values of type, bdrm, and
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location which can be found among the houses for sale:
(
π{type}(h �� f) �� π{bdrm}(h �� f) �� π{location}(h �� f)

)
�≈

π{type,bdrm,location}(b) (138)

The query result is

type bdrm location

0.990 Ranch 4 Cornell St
0.990 Residential 4 Cornell St
0.990 Single Family 4 Cornell St
0.963 Ranch 4 Ash St
0.963 Residential 4 Ash St
0.963 Single Family 4 Ash St
0.923 Log Cabin 3 Forest Ave
0.923 Ranch 3 Forest Ave
0.902 Ranch 4 Amherst St
0.902 Residential 4 Amherst St
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

0.483 Penthouse 4 Michigan Ave
0.483 Penthouse 5 Michigan Ave

The following query shows a similarity-based natural join of prospective buyers and houses
for sale which is constrained by the nonranked table of prospective buyers:

(h �� f) ��≈π{type,location,bdrm,sqft,price}(b) b (139)

The query result is:

id type location built bdrm sqft agent price name

0.868 71 Ranch Heritage Park 1923 3 3000 Black $700,000 Frank
0.861 82 Single Family The Willows 1962 4 2000 Adams $600,000 Davis
0.807 71 Ranch Heritage Park 1923 3 3000 Adams $700,000 Frank
0.795 87 Condominium Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Adams $500,000 Chang
0.795 87 Condominium Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Black $500,000 Chang
0.757 45 Single Family The Willows 1984 4 2000 Adams $600,000 Davis
0.757 45 Single Family The Willows 1984 4 2000 Black $600,000 Davis
0.699 95 Penthouse Old Palo Alto 1979 2 1000 Black $500,000 Chang
0.680 82 Log Cabin Heritage Park 1962 3 2000 Adams $500,000 Frank
0.680 87 Penthouse Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Adams $500,000 Chang
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

0.009 85 Ranch Heritage Park 1964 3 3000 Black $700,000 Davis
0.009 85 Ranch Stanford U 1964 4 3000 Black $800,000 Davis

The following example is amodification of the query in (139)wherewe impose a restriction
on the houses for sale by property type similar to Condominium and price about
$450,000:

σ(price≈$450,000)o(type≈Condominium)(h �� f) ��≈π{type,location,bdrm,sqft,price}(b) b

(140)

In this case, the result has 15 tuples with nonzero ranks:
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id type location built bdrm sqft agent price name

0.790 87 Condominium Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Black $500,000 Chang
0.749 87 Condominium Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Adams $500,000 Chang
0.675 87 Penthouse Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Black $500,000 Chang
0.634 87 Penthouse Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Adams $500,000 Chang
0.235 87 Log Cabin Heritage Park 1956 3 2000 Black $500,000 Frank
0.235 87 Single Family The Willows 1956 4 2000 Black $600,000 Davis
0.194 87 Log Cabin Heritage Park 1956 3 2000 Adams $500,000 Frank
0.194 87 Single Family The Willows 1956 4 2000 Adams $600,000 Davis
0.075 87 Penthouse Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Black $500,000 Davis
0.034 87 Penthouse Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Adams $500,000 Davis
0.030 87 Condominium Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Black $500,000 Davis
0.030 87 Condominium Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Black $500,000 Frank
0.019 87 Residential Stanford U 1956 4 3000 Black $800,000 Evans
0.019 87 Single Family Stanford U 1956 4 3000 Black $600,000 Evans
0.018 87 Condominium Old Palo Alto 1956 2 1000 Black $500,000 Evans

We conclude this section with comments on the computation of similarities of two
tuples. The similarity-based operations introduced in Section 7.2 and Section 7.3 rely
on computing the degrees (82) to which two tuples are similar. We show here that such
degrees can be expressed by RA-expressions. Therefore, we show there are RA-expressions
which evaluate to RDTs whose ranks can be interpreted as such similarity degrees. For
illustration, let us assume that we want to compare tuples from h �� f and b based on the
prices and area sizes. First, we consider the query

ρprice1,sqft1←price,sqft(π{price,sqft}(h �� f)) ��
ρprice2,sqft2←price,sqft(π{price,sqft}(b)) (141)

which yields a nonranked RDT with attributes price1, sqft1, price2, and sqft2
whose values are taken from h �� f and b, respectively. Thus, the result of (141) is in fact
a cross join of the (properly renamed) projections of h �� f and b in the ordinary sense.
Now, denoting the query (141) by relation variable s, we may use the following query:

σprice1≈price2(s) ∩ σsqft1≈sqft2(s) (142)

which yields the desired result:

price1 sqft1 price2 sqft2

0.916 $798,000 3280 $800,000 3000
0.916 $849,000 3280 $800,000 3000
0.874 $598,000 2350 $600,000 2000
0.874 $648,000 2350 $600,000 2000
0.874 $654,000 2350 $600,000 2000
0.868 $798,000 3280 $700,000 3000
0.821 $598,000 1130 $500,000 1000
0.821 $598,000 2350 $500,000 2000
0.807 $849,000 3280 $700,000 3000
0.795 $430,000 650 $500,000 1000
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

0.024 $448,000 650 $700,000 3000
0.024 $448,000 650 $800,000 3000
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9.5. Residuumand shift

Using residuated shifts, we canmodify the previous example so that we compare similarity
of tuples but put different emphasis on the similarity of prices and the similarity of property
areas. Using (141) which is again denoted by s, we can use the following query:

(
0.5 �

s σprice1≈price2(s)
) ∩ (

0.75 �
s σsqft1≈sqft2(s)

)
. (143)

Described verbally, the ranks in the result of (143) represent degrees to which the tuples
in h �� f and b have similar prices at least to degree 0.5 and similar areas at least to degree
0.75, i.e. we put more emphasis on the similarity of area than the similarity of prices. The
result is

price1 sqft1 price2 sqft2

1.000 $430,000 650 $500,000 1000
1.000 $448,000 650 $500,000 1000
1.000 $598,000 1130 $500,000 1000
1.000 $598,000 2350 $500,000 2000
1.000 $598,000 2350 $600,000 2000
1.000 $598,000 2350 $600,000 3000
1.000 $598,000 2350 $700,000 3000
1.000 $598,000 2350 $800,000 3000
1.000 $648,000 2350 $500,000 2000
1.000 $648,000 2350 $600,000 2000
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

1.000 $849,000 3280 $700,000 3000
1.000 $849,000 3280 $800,000 3000
0.994 $829,000 1760 $500,000 2000
0.937 $675,000 1250 $500,000 2000
0.937 $675,000 1250 $600,000 2000
0.905 $829,000 1760 $500,000 1000
0.879 $598,000 1130 $500,000 2000
0.879 $598,000 1130 $600,000 2000
0.874 $748,000 1840 $500,000 1000
0.854 $748,000 1840 $600,000 3000
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

0.274 $448,000 650 $800,000 3000
0.250 $998,000 4580 $500,000 1000

In order to illustrate the residuum of RDTs, consider the following query:

π{id,price}
(
σprice≈$600,000(h �� f) �

h��f σprice≈$750,000(h �� f)
)

(144)

According to the interpretation of � as an implication, the ranks in the result of (144)
can be read as expressing degrees to which, strictly speaking, it is true that if “house price
is similar to $600,000, then the house price is similar to $750,000”. Taking into
account the fact that a → b = 1 iff a ≤ b, each rank in the result of (144) has a natural
interpretation as a degree to which it is true that “house price is similar more to the value
of $750,000 than to the value of $600,000”. The result of the query is
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price id

1.000 $675,000 95
1.000 $748,000 63
1.000 $798,000 71
1.000 $829,000 58
1.000 $849,000 71
1.000 $998,000 85
0.950 $654,000 45
0.930 $648,000 82
0.777 $430,000 87
0.777 $448,000 87
0.777 $598,000 45
0.777 $598,000 93

By switching the arguments of � in (144), we obtain a query

π{id,price}
(
σprice≈$750,000(h �� f) �

h��f σprice≈$600,000(h �� f)
)

(145)

expressing that “house price is similar more to the value of $600,000 than to the value
of $750,000” and yielding

price id

1.000 $430,000 87
1.000 $448,000 87
1.000 $598,000 45
1.000 $598,000 93
1.000 $648,000 82
1.000 $654,000 45
0.988 $675,000 95
0.782 $748,000 63
0.777 $798,000 71
0.777 $829,000 58
0.777 $998,000 85
0.776 $849,000 71

By taking the ∧-intersection of (144) and (145), we may express a query showing “houses
with price which is as similar to $600,000 as to $750,000”:

price id

0.988 $675,000 95
0.950 $654,000 45
0.930 $648,000 82
0.782 $748,000 63
0.777 $430,000 87
0.777 $448,000 87
0.777 $598,000 45
0.777 $598,000 93
0.777 $798,000 71
0.777 $829,000 58
0.777 $998,000 85
0.776 $849,000 71
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9.6. Division, subsethood, and similarity-based constraints

Relational division can be used to express various queries including queries involving
graded subsethood (33). For instance, the following query yields a degree to which houses
for sale offered for about $400,000 have the property area similar to 1000 square feet:

S(σprice≈$400,000(h �� f), σsqft≈1000(h �� f)) (146)

By definition (33), the graded subsethood is in fact a particular case of residuated
division:

σsqft≈1000(h �� f)÷1 σprice≈$400,000(h �� f) (147)

The formal difference is that the result of (146) is the degree 0.836 while the result of
(147) is the RDT 0.836∅ on the empty relation scheme which corresponds to the degree
0.836. The converse inclusion

S(σsqft≈1000(h �� f), σprice≈$400,000(h �� f)) (148)

yields the degree 0.601 as the result. Therefore, the similarity degree (34) given by

E(σsqft≈1000(h �� f), σprice≈$400,000(h �� f)) (149)

is 0.601 because it is the infimum (in this case the minimum) of 0.836 and 0.601. The
following query which involves division expresses the numbers of bedrooms of all houses
built around the year 2000:

π{type,bdrm}(h)÷π{bdrm}(h) π{type}(σbuilt≈2000(h)) (150)

The query result is

bdrm

0.140 3
0.034 4
0.020 1
0.020 2
0.020 5

Note that the ordinary counterpart of the query would be trivial since there are no
houses built exactly in the year 2000. Therefore, the result of the ordinary counterpart
which in our case can be written (again, σbuilt=2000(h) is an abbreviation for h ��
[built:2000]) as

π{type,bdrm}(h)÷π{bdrm}(h) π{type}(σbuilt=2000(h)) (151)

would contain all numbers of bedrooms with rank 1, i.e. it would coincide with π{bdrm}(h)
(an implication with false antecedent is always true). The next example shows that using
the residuated division and the support, we can express the least nonzero rank in an RDT.
Recall that in (119) we have shown that by projections onto the empty set of attributes, we
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can express the highest rank. So, getting the least nonzero rank can be seen as type of a
“dual operation” on RDTs. Consider the query from (107). Now,

σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)(h)÷1 ∇(σ(location≈"Bay Rd")o(built≈1995)(h))
(152)

yields 0.114∅, i.e. the least nonzero rank in the result of (107). It is easily seen that (152) is
in fact a graded subsethood degree (33) of an RDT into its support.
Remark 9.1: Let us mention that the relational operations ÷, ��, ∩, and ∪ act like the
corresponding operations of L if applied to RDTs on the empty relation scheme. Indeed,
it is easily seen that

(a ∧ b)∅ = a∅ ∩ b∅,
(a ∨ b)∅ = a∅ ∪ b∅,
(a⊗ b)∅ = a∅ �� b∅ = 1∅ �

a∅ b∅,
(a→ b)∅ = b∅ ÷1∅ a∅ = a∅ �

1∅ b∅.

Hence, as in the classic relational model, a∅ (a ∈ L) play the role of truth degrees (nowwith
general a∅ for intermediate degrees 0 < a < 1) and the operations with the truth degrees
(truth functions of the fundamental logical connectives) are derivable from the relational
operations.

Weconclude this sectionbydemonstrating thedifferencebetween theordinary equality-
based integrity constraints and their similarity-based counterparts. Consider the ordinary
referential integrity constraint asserting that all ids which appear in (the value of) f also
appear in (the value of) h (i.e. all houses for sale have their corresponding entries in the
table of all houses). In our model, we can express this type of constraint by

S
(∇(π{id}(f)),∇(π{id}(h))) = 1 (153)

or alternative just by π{id}(f) ⊆ π{id}(h) since both f and h are interpreted by nonranked
RDTs. In any database instance of the database scheme in question, (153) is eithermatched
or not. In contrast, we may postulate useful similarity-based constraints which may be
matched to a general degree, not necessarily 0 or 1. For instance, a constraint saying that
“houses with property area about 5000 have prices similar to $900,000” can be seen as
an example of such a (graded) constraint. In our model, we may formalize it as (48) by

S
(
π{id}(σsqft≈5000(h �� f)),π{id}(σprice≈$900,000(f))

)
(154)

The degree to which (154) is satisfied in our database instance is 0.998, i.e. it is not fully
satisfied but it is satisfied to a very high degree. Analogously, the following modification of
the constraint

S
(
π{id}(σsqft≈2000(h �� f)),π{id}(σprice≈$750,000(f))

)
(155)

is also satisfied to a high degree, namely 0.979. On the other hand, the satisfaction degree
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for the following constraint saying that “houses with area about 3000 square feet are sold
for approximately $500,000”:

S
(
π{id}(σsqft≈3000(h �� f)),π{id}(σprice≈$500,000(f))

)
(156)

is not satisfied to a very high degree (in this case 0.616), at least compared to (154) and
(155). Intuitively, this is quite expected since by looking at the data table in Figure 4, we
may see that houses with property area about 3000 are sold for considerably higher prices
than $500,000.

9.7. Extensions: residuated difference and generalized quantifiers

We illustrate here operations based on additional connectives discussed in Section 8.2.
From the point of view of data modification, it may be desirable to have an independent
residuated difference  which satisfies (90). One particular choice in our case can be a
binary operation : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] given by

a b =
{
0, if a ≤ b,
a, otherwise.

which can be called the Gödel difference. The binary operation⊕ which is adjoint (91) to
the Gödel coincides with ∨. Now, for

σprice≈$900,000(f) (157)

which yields

id agent price

0.941 71 Adams $849,000
0.917 58 Black $829,000
0.896 85 Black $998,000
0.879 71 Black $798,000
0.814 63 Adams $748,000
0.712 95 Black $675,000
0.680 45 Adams $654,000
0.671 82 Adams $648,000
0.591 45 Black $598,000
0.591 93 Black $598,000
0.302 87 Black $448,000
0.261 87 Adams $430,000

and for its modification

σprice≈$400,000(f) (158)

which yields
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id agent price

0.927 87 Adams $430,000
0.886 87 Black $448,000
0.597 45 Black $598,000
0.597 93 Black $598,000
0.517 82 Adams $648,000
0.508 45 Adams $654,000
0.476 95 Black $675,000
0.374 63 Adams $748,000
0.309 71 Black $798,000
0.271 58 Black $829,000
0.247 71 Adams $849,000
0.085 85 Black $998,000

we can consider the difference specifying “houses which are sold for about $900,000
minus houses which are sold for about $400,000”. In other words, the difference
expresses “houses which are sold for about $900,000 whose prices are not close to
$400,000”. Formally:

σprice≈$900,000(f) σprice≈$400,000(f) (159)

which gives

id agent price

0.941 71 Adams $849,000
0.917 58 Black $829,000
0.896 85 Black $998,000
0.879 71 Black $798,000
0.814 63 Adams $748,000
0.712 95 Black $675,000
0.680 45 Adams $654,000
0.671 82 Adams $648,000

Further extensions we mention in the paper involve graded quantifiers. For illustration,
assume we want to query for types of houses for sale about $600,000. Normally, one
would use a projection and a restriction like

π{type}(σprice≈$600,000(h �� f)) (160)

to get a result of the following form:

type

0.996 Log Cabin
0.996 Single Family
0.882 Penthouse
0.779 Ranch
0.707 Condominium
0.491 Residential

In terms of the DRC-RD, (160) can be expressed by
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{type:x∈{h(type)}}
(∃x1∈{h(id)})(∃x2∈{h(location)})· · ·(∃x6∈{f(agent)})(∃x7∈{f(price)})(

h(id:x1,type:x,location:x2,built:x3,bdrm:x4,sqft:x5)o
f(id:x1,agent:x6,price:x7)o
x7 ≈ $600,000

)
. (161)

According to the existential meaning of projection, the ranks in the result can be seen
as degrees to which “there is house sold for about $600,000 of type t” where t ranges
from Log Cabin to Residential. Suppose now, that someone is interested inmany
houses sold for about $600,000, i.e. the intended meaning of the ranks in the modified
query result it the degree to which “there are many houses sold for about $600,000 of
type t”. Clearly, such a result cannot be obtained by applying the ordinary projection. We
may introduce a generalized quantifier “many” with the semantics defined as in (95) and
then consider the DRC-RD query (161) with the existential quantifiers ∃ all replaced by
the quantifier “many”. In this particular case, we get the following result:

type

0.373 Single Family
0.228 Ranch
0.146 Condominium
0.106 Log Cabin
0.094 Penthouse
0.052 Residential

Wedonot argue here that (95) is a faithful interpretation of “many” suitable for all purposes
but at least in this example, it yields a result which is acceptable – looking at the data we
might say that there are many Single Family houses for sale at $600,000, at least
compared to houses of the other types. Notice that the semantics for the utilized quantifier
“graded many” is domain independent, i.e. we have used a “relative many” with respect
to the number of tuples with nonzero ranks in an RDT (other definitions like domain
dependent “absolutely many” are also possible and may be of some interest).
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